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Reading for Comprehension

this .course was designed in order tkimprove the reading comprehension,
skirls of tozi students. The goals of the course are' thelollowing:

I. To understand and be able to use the organizStion of the
material (textbooks, manuals, newspapers) to locate specific
information.

II. To be able to identify the Main idea of paragraphing of varying
degrees of difficulty.

III. To be able to.locate specific details from a paragraph,

4**

O

I . . Tome able to adjust the rate of reading according to the material
presented. ,

V. To extend and develop the 'vocabulary of each individual student.

I,
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Course Rationale
ti

The,purpoSe of this course is to help stulkits enrolled in the START
program to improve their reading comprehension. This is being speci-
fically done in order to help the, students develop skills that will
enable them to adequately use gov6inment procedural manuals. Obtaining'
information from written material is therefote'the purposof the read-
ing done for this course.

Understanding the basic organization of the material being read is the
most important skill necessary for getting information from written in-
formation. It is for this reqson that this course was designed to
help the student gain skills that would enable him/her to use the organi-
zation ot"the entire book and individual pargarphs co get information.

The paragraphs chosen eor this course came from daily newspapers (Level I),
popular mdgazines (Level II), high school textbooks (Level III), and
ficiallyfrom government procedural manuals (Level IV). It is hoped that
by moving from the simpler frm of informational material to the more com-
ple the student will learn how to iIse the organization of a' variety of
materials to help gain information.

4 4.
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The s Ictureof the course will be as follows:

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Goal I

Goal II

Break

Goal III

Break

Goal IV

g;

C

Goal V

During each time segment the student will be working individually, in
groups of two, or in whole group instdiction. Each student will be
working a a level appropriate to his needs.

.

During theffirst session the q pdent will be administered a re-test for
each one of the goals, with thel6xceptionsof Goal IV and V. The student
will then be placed in the program at a level appropriate for him/her.

' In order/to successfully complete'Goals II and III the studen must,
correctly answer three out of the fiv exercises done, each da.

0 For Goal I
.

the s en is a complete the pre -te stif thtudt ible to l th wit a score
AO

of 100% he or she Will be excused from activities related to th t goal.
That time willbe,Spent working on the other goals. Students w o do not

.

r obtain a score ol00%,on the pre-test for this goal will need to obtain
a score of 100% On the post-test in order to successfully complete this

. goal.

Successful completion of Goal IV will involve the comple 'on of Aapter
2 of the teXtbook. The instructor shall determine if the°chapter is
successfully completed by the'studeht.

Successful competion of Goal V will be a score of four on each of the
daily individual quizzes on the five words learned the preceding day.

-3-
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Grade

Gr ides will be deterinined4by the successful completi of earch of the

fi e goals. 1

. , Each of th

. Four of th

. Three of

. . . One or t

. None of

five goals will be success ully completed.
.

t

is will be successfully completed..

oals will be successful y completed.

the goals will by succ ssfull,y/completed.

oals will be successful y completed.
.

4111
it, COI
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-Classroom Materials

.

S

In addition to the clats textbook and course program there will be the
following supplementary materials:f

1. tally newspapers

2. Popular magazines'

3. High. school textbooks

Dictionaries

-
15. An assortment of other

..1; of reading skills.
textbooks for the development

r-

7
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Goal I: To understan and be able to use the organization of the material
(textbooks, manuals, newspapers) to locate specific information.

Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1.4 Locate a specific topic when given a5t index arranged
alphabetically.

2. Locate a specific topic when given a table'of contents
arranged numerically.

3 Identify from a list of definitions the correct definition
of the foliowing words and phradbs:

a) table of contents

b), index

c) heading

d) sub-hea ing

e) pars aph

The criteria for the successful completion of this goal will be a score
of 100% on the post -test.

f
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Pre Test

Goal I'

I. Match the correct definition

a) Table of Contents

b) Index
I

1 c)(Paragraph'

.d) Chapter heading,
t-

.

--T-e) Chapter. Sub-heading
,

"

with the correct term.

1. Usually found'at the bac of a book,
alphabetical list of items which
gives the page number of where each
item can be found.

2. Topic tklat:tft. main idea
'has_been diVided!into.

of a chapter"-

.

. One .or, more sentencesthat deal with
'one main idea.

4. USUallY.fOund at.the beginning of a
.book, contains the. mairitopics and
the sub-topics.that the books it.
about.

5. The main conc.,*:L. that the. chapter.

will discuss.

Using the following Table of Contents, answer the following questions:

1. The sections aontained'in this, table of gO from section 101-36.0
to section 101- 36.306. -(Fill in the appropriate section numbeF7S.)

2. What is the, main topiF that will be diescussed in this part?
Public Utilities.

3. What are the three sub-topics that are discussed in this part?

a. General Provisions 0,
Jo'. Utilization and Cons&vation of Utility Services-
c. Negotiation and Representation involving Utility Services
la. Capital Credits

4. Write the topic that will be discussed in the following 'sectiohs:

a. 101-36.101
b. 191-36.306
/c. 101-36.001
d. 101-36.305
e. 101-36.202

.Surveys and Recommendations
Other provisions
Definitions

type contracts
Prceedings before regulatory\bodies

5. Which subpart has the most sections within-it: "write the subpart
number and title.

Subpart Capital Credits Title 101-36:3

-7-
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'4re-Test

Contents of Subchapter F Tdlecommunications and Public Utilities

PART 101-36 -. PUBLIC UTILITIES

Subpart,101s36.0 General Provisions

101-36.000 Scope of part
101-36.001 Definitions
101- 36.002 Applicability
101-36.003 Submission of information

Subpart 101 -36.1 - .'Utilization and Conservation of Utility Services

101-3.6.101 Surveys and recommendations
101- 6.102 Advice and assistance

Subpart 101-36.2 Negotiation and RepreSentation Involving Utility
Services

101-36.201 Negotiations with utility suppliers
101-36.202 Proceeding before regulatory bodies

Subpart 101-36.3 - Capital Credits

.101-36.301 Genera,'

101-36.302 Definitions
101-36.302-1 Capital credits
101-36.302-2 REA-financed cooper Live
101 - 36.303 Responsibility for han ling capital credit

notification
101-36.304 Disposition of capit credit retirement
101-36:305 'Cost-reimbusement-t pe contracts
101-36.306 Other provisions

PART 101-37 (RESERVED)

-8-
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III.. Using the following index, answer the following questions:

-
1

1.
2

On.what page will you find the following topics:

9

a. Poiygamy 559-63.
. .

b. Patrilocal system of residence 566
,

C. NonpurpoSeful diffusipn 't 70-72
d. Primogeniture , , 577

.

6-. orienweirtculture 'ara.as' 20-30,36-37
f.. Personality; r-itegration of 458-59.
g Occu&tion and income . c, 423-27
h. Primary group; and the self 161-62
i. Politics; and government 616-20
] . .Plaihs Indians; use of travois 33`

.

2. This indei is arranged Ophabetically (eaphabeticV,ly,riumerically).

e

3. Put an X next to the topics that can be found in this

X a. Population movement X f. nwhites -

b. Ethnic groups , g.' Purposes ,

X .c. Privilege X h. :Paleontology
d. Matriarchy. X i. :Prestige

o
X .e Polygamy j. :Nationalism(

Subject Index,

,Nonpurposeful diffusion, 70-72Q
Nonwhites; see also N groes;.Race

income of, by educata
number of, in U.S.-, 25

Occuphtion
-business and managment, status of,373-74
domestic workers, status of, 377:=78
education and, 381, 424-27
farm, workers, 377-78
and income, 423-27
professions, status of, 130-73
ruling of status of, 367-70
,segregation and, 343-44
skilled and S9m1=Mtled workers, status of, 376-77"
social position and, 378-81
unskilled workers, status 'of, 377-78
white-collar, status of, 374-76

Open-class system; see Class (open-class) system
Opposition processes; see mpetition; Conflict
Oriental culture area, 20-30, 36 -37:
Out-group, 175-76

11.



Pacific Northwest /ndians, culture complexof, 23-24
Paleontology, 3637
"Passing" of Negroes

4.,

accidental, 355-59 gas,

in jobs, 357-58
in marriage, 358
temporary vs. permanent,F355

Patriarchal family, 208; see also Authoritarian family
Patrilineal system of descent, 565
Patrilocal system of residence, 566
Patri- nominal system of naming, 564-66
Peck order of he 286-87
Preception, as,ba for communication, 149
Personal disorganization; see also Social. disorganization

in,complex culture, 122-23
and popbilation moVement, 120=21
from rapid culture change, 59-61
<and. urbanization., 524-28 4

Personality; see also Social self
in complex culture, 121-23
in complex economic system, 657-58
culture in frmation of, 101-05, 109-10
.frustration and, 464-68
integration 4f, 458-59 -°

Reisman's concept of, 512-13
temperament and self-evaluation in, 457-58

t r

Plains Indians
buffalo culture pattern of, 24 ,

hunting mores Of,19
uS7e of travois, 33

t Planning; see Community plannIng; Social
-Politics

as barrier to difkusion;of culture, 75 and
government, 616-20

Polygamy, 5 9-63
PopUlation -

of farm trade enters, .96 -97

future gr.° of, .80-81

and social policies, 80181
rural, 188 P

suburban, 188-90

tOurban, 188

Planning

of U.S., orgns of, 115
of U.S., rage of, 252

Population movement
and education, 415
and "marginal' man", 118-'21

and social disorganization-r-lE0-21, 521-22
and vertical mobility, 419-21

Premarital sexual intercourse, 578
Prestige; see'Status

A
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Primary grottp
controls of, 506-08
need for, in secondary group, 169 =70

new interest in; 177-81
persottalitytbroblems in transition from, 170-75
in rural dommunity, 165-66, 194-96
and secondary group:compared, 163-65

4.4)
and the self, 161-62-
in suburbs, 180-81
in therapy, 177,781

Primitive cultures
Caribou Eskimo, 31
Cattle complex of, East Africa, 25
codtact with' modern cultures, 78-79
Kw kiut1, 264-65
N di, 25
Pla ns'In4ans, 19, 23,24
reli ion in, 628-29
Zuni, 264

PrimitiVes, 48
. effect of culture contact on, 78-79

-- ethnocentrism of, 30
use Otsymboli by, 150

Primogeniture, 577
privilegpAeLtrenchment of, 417-19
and sobial status, 304-06 '

"Production
agricultural, 691

. factory system of, 463-64

13
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Goal I: To understand'and be able to use the organization of the material
(textbooks, manuals, newspapers) to locate the specific informa-
tion.

-

Lesson 2: Giventa Table of Contents from a book the student will be
able to identify the main topics that the book will cover.

Activities:

1. Group Discussion: One can easily find and understand information
from written material if one understands the
basic organization and structure of the material.
In order to do this ono must undersAand how to
use the Table of Contents, the Index, the Chapter
Headings and sub-headings, and the'baoic structure
of the paragraph.

The Table of Contents will liot in numerical order
the main concept that are to be developed in the
book.

The'Index will lint in alphabetical order, all of
tho specific dc,),Lails that can be found in the book.

Chapter headings will list the main idea to be
developed within the chapter; chapter sub-headings
will list the Concept that develop the main idea

4

of the chapter.
.

The basic structure -Of the paragraph will bq dts-
cussed in Goal It and III.

2. Independentcstudy: Each student will be able to locate the main ideas
to be developed in the materialsby using a numeri-
cally arranged Table of Contents4and answer questions
pertaining to the Table of. Contents.

a

14
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CONTENTS .

Student it* /
° Introduction The Role-of the Sociologist vii

.* .,

PART I CULTURE

1. The Culture Concept 3

.2. The Nature of Culture f 12

Cultural. Continuity 34
4. Culture Change.by Invention 44
5. Cultur9 Change by Diffusion and Borrowing 63

6. Cultural Inertia 84
7. Culture and Personality 101

PART II SOCIETY -*

8. Society: Groups of Interaction 129
9. Communication: The Basis 'of Social Life 134

'10.° Primary and Secondary Groups 161
11. Territorial Groups: Rural, Urban, and

.Suburban 184
12. Casual Groups: Audience, Crowd and Mob 222
13 Racial Groups 4 241
14.' Adjustment Processes: Competition, Cbnflict

Accommodation, and Assimilation 259

PART III SOCIAL STRUCTURE

15. The Structural Framework of Interaction 283
16. Social Class and Caste 294
17. Male and Female Roles and Statuses 310
18. Age-Group Status 324

1. Name the three main topics that will be discussed in this book.

2. Name the concepts that will ddiscussed in order to develop the
Main idea of Culture.

3. On what page will one find "Rrimary and pecondary Groups"?

lk
4. What will be discussed on page 310?

5. Name three of the concepts that will be dicussed in order to develop
the main idea of Society.

6. What will be discussed starting Oh page 101?

7. Social Structure is divided into what four sub-headings?

8. On. what page willvone find a discussion of "Social Class and Caste"?
4

'I5
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Goal I: To understand and be able.to ude the
(textbooks, litanuals, newspapers) to lo
tion.

organization of,t a aterial
cate the specifi i forma-

Lesson 3: Given an index, arranged alphabetically
be able to find the page number whore a
information can be located.

Activities:

, the student wi 1
specific piece f

1. Group Discussion,: Review the definition and use'sof an ind

2. Independent Study: Using the index.of'the reading to
stulent will be able to answer ciu
cer 'trig the information found with

4,

xtbook, tha
estions coff-
in the 04ex.

iA

J

4
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Goal To 'understand and be able to'use the organization of thevaterial
(textbooks, manuals, newspapers) to locate the necessav specific

information.

Lesson 4:

4

Activities:

Given a Table of .Contents the student will be able to identify
the main topics and the. sub-headings .that will de/elop those

topics.
N

.

1. Using the Table of Contents from the textbooks, Reading Skills: A
Guide for Better Reading, the student will answer questiops related
to the information that Can be fouhd,in the various.chapters.

2. The student will write a defipirtion of a Table of Contents in his/her
own words:

A

X

15-
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Goal I - Lesson 4

Using the Table of Contents from the textbook, Reading Skills: 'A Guide
.for BetterReading, answer the following questions. ,

1. The four main ideas developed in this book are:

a. Improving Comprehension
b. Impreving'Skimming and Scanning, Comprehension
c. Improving Speed of comprehension
d. Improving Study Reading

2. The''Ithree sub-headings in the chapter that discussed how to improve
ttudy.reading are:

SQ3Rtlechnique
b. Surveying a Textbook
c. Surieying a Chapter

-3. The chapter that discusses the improvement of the speed of compre-
hension begins on page 13.

4. The information about' Critical Reading can be found on page 27.
dl -4,-

5. The chapter that discusses improvidg comprehension is ,divided into
7 sub-headings.

6. -The, sub-headings mentioned question 5 are: Ito

a. Purposes for Reading
b. RecOgnizing and Understanding Main Ideas and Supporting Details
c. Understan4jng Relationships
d. VocalizatiOnr
e. Ceitical Reading 1

E. Vocabulary Section
g. Practice Exercises

,7. The index can be found on page 245.

8. The chapter that is divided into the least number of sub-headihgs is
Chapter 8 - Improving Speediof Comprehension.

9. One can 'find timed reading selections begining on page 116.

10.
4
From a survey of this Table of Contents it is posiible to discover
that the main concept of the entire book ,relates to the teaching
oE.Reading Skills.

.1

o
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Goal I: To understand and be able to use the organization of the material
(textbooks, manuals, newspapers) to locate the necessary.specific .

information.

Lesson 5: Given an index, arranged alphabetically, the student will be
able to find the page number where a specific piece of informa-
tion can belocated.

Activities:

1. In groups of two the, student will survey ths supplementary mat
that is available that have indices and by questioning each lot
locate specific information in the book.

vial
er,

2. Each student will write a definition of an index in his/her own word .

19
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Goal I: To understand and be ably to use.the organization of the material
(textbooks, manuals) to locate the necessary specific inforMation.

Lesson 6: Given the various sp
found in the clasSr
various chapters by
are found in the ch

401
Activities:

1. Working in groups of tw
ofi the available.suppl
listing the various he

plementary materials (textbooks) that are
m, the stpdent,will be able to outline the
listing the headings and sub-headings that
pter. .

4.

the students will choose a chapter from one
entary 'materials nd make an outline of. it by

dings and sub-hea ings.

2. Independent Study: ch student will write a definition of a heading
and a sub-heading in his/her own wards.



4

.

Goal I: To understand and be able.to use the organization of the material
(textbooks, manuals) to locate the necessary specific information.

*Lesson 7: Given a numerically arranged table,of'contents from 4 govern-
ment procedural manual, the student will locatejghe section' 1
number where the required informa'tion cam be found.

1. Group Lesson: Discussion of the numerical ar angement of.government
procedural manuals.

2. Independent Study: Each student will answer iguesti ns related to the
information that can be found on the Table of
Contents from the procedural man als.

ti

*Lessons 8 and 9 will have the same objectives. There wi 1 be a set of
/different questiAps for each lesson.

21
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_Lesson 7
.61 I

'Using the following pdrtion of a table of contents, answer the following
questions:

1. The titles of the two subparts listed on this table are

a. * Formsikormats, and Agreements
b. Definitions'of.Terms

2. The number* of the sections in the sub r 3-40. 9 gofrom
103-40,4960 to 103-40.4906-53. '(Fill in e blaalcs witii,the appropriate

section numbers.)

3. The numbers of the sections in Oe subpart 103-40. 0 go fkom
103-40.5000 to 103-40.5001-6T.tFill in the blanks with the appro-

spria.ke section numbers.)
%14111

4. List the name of the specific section next to its number:

a. 103-40.500130 Freight Forwarder
b. 103-40.4900 Scope of Subpart
c. 103-40.4906-52 Sample of S.F. 1103!

. d. 103-40.5001-13 Carriers for Hire.
e. 103-40.5001-27 Embargo
f. 103-40.5001-33 Less than Carload (LCL)
g. 103-40.4902 Standard Forms
h. 103 - 40.4906 -53 Form PHS 1572
i. 103-40.5001-18 Classification, freight

103-40.5001-3 Agi'eed Valuation

k. 103-40.5001157 Transit privilege
1. 103-40.5001-48 Special Tender
m. ib3-40.5001-37 Operating Authprity
n. 103-40.5001-40 Pickup and Delivery
o. 103-40.5001-52 Tenders nogotiated\,

411

5. This table of contents is arranged numerically (alphabeticaliy,7
namerically).

22
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Transportation and Traffic Management

Subpart 103-40.49'- Forms, Eormats, and Agreements

Sec.
103-40.4900
103-40.4902
103-40.4906
103-40.4906-50

103-40.4906751

103-40.4906.52

103-40.4906.53

Scope of subpart
Standard forms
Illustrations
Standard Form 1196, Short.'Form - U.S. Government
Bill of Lading (original)
Standard Form 1197, Certified True Copy of Lost
Short Form - U.S. Government Bill of Lading.
Sample of Standard Form 1103, U.S. Government
Bill of Lading completed for domestic hotiold
goods shipment.
Form FHS 1672, Authorization for Storage of
Household goods, Temporary-nontemporary."

Subpart 103-40.50 - Definitions of Terms'

103-40,5000
103-40.5001
1037:%0.5001-1
103-40.5001-2
103-40.5001-4
103-40.5001-4
103-40.5001-5
103-4d.5001-6
103-40.5001-7
103-40.5001-8
103-40.5Q01-9
103-40.5001-10
103-40.5001-11
103-40.5001-12
103-40.5001-13
103-40.5001-14
103-40.5001-15
103240.5001-16
103-40.5001-17
103-40.5001-18
101-40.5001-1p
103-40.5001=20
103-40.5001-21
103-40.5001-221
103-40A001-23
103-40.5601-24
103-40.5001-25
103-40.5001-26
103-40.5001-27
103-40.5001-28
103-40.5001-29
103-40.5001-30
103-40.5001-31
103-40.5001-32
103-40.5001-33
103-40.5001-34

Scope of subpart
Defiveition.
Accesorial charge
Actual value rate
Agreed valuation
Astray freight
Bargeload
Bill of lading, GoVernment (GBL)
Bill of lading, Order
Bill of lading, Straight
Carload (CL),
parrier .

Catrier, common
Carrier,' contract
Carriers, for-hire
Carrier," ]sine - Shaul.

Carrier, Private.
Charter ,,sit serkrice

° Circuito.. s route
o

Classification, freight.
Classification rating,
Clearance limits.
Conterminous United States
Declared .Value
perriurrage:

Description, freight
Dikrersion,

Drayage
Embargo
.Facilities, carrier
Ferry car
Freight forwarder.
Knocked down (KD)
Less birgeload
Less than carload (LCL)'
Less tharetruckload-(LTL)

23
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103-40.5001-35
103-40.5001-36
103-40.5001-37
103-40.5001-38
103-40.5001-39
103-40.5001-40
103-40.5001-41
103-40.5001-42
103-40.5001-43

103-40.5001-44
103-40.5001-45
103-40.5001-46
103-40.5001-47
103-40.5001-48
103-40.5001-49
103-40.5001-50
103-40.5001-51
103-40.5001-52
103-40.5d01-53
103-40.5001-54
103-40.5001-55
103-40.5001-56
103-40.5001-57
103-40.5001-58
103740.1:001-59
103-40.5001-60

Light and bulky
Lighterage
Operating authority
Over freight
Palletized
Pickup and delivery
Reconsignment
Releas uation rate
Routing offi r
Routing or ro to order
Schedule of ates
Section 22 q otations
Shipper's Ex ort Declaration
Special tender
Switching
Tariff
Team-track
Tenders nogotiated 4.)

Tenders, unsolicitedkor nonnegotiated
Tracing
Traffic Management
Transit point
TransiIkprivilege
Trans tation
Trap car (Ferry car)
Trucklowel-4k)

(CoMmerce Form 7525 -V)
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Lesson 8A
O

Using the eollowing portion of a table of contents, answerithe following
questioRs: .

1. , The titles of the the mdin subparts of this table are:

a. GenOral Provisions
b. Freight Rates, Routes, and SerVices
c. Reporting".and Adjusting D4screpancies in'Government Shipments

2. The numbers_ of the -sections in subpart 103-40.1,qa f010 10 :40.101'
to .10?-40.151 (Fill in.the blanks with.the appropriate sec on
numbtrs.).

3. The numbers of the sections' in subpart 103-40.3 go rol.im 103-40303

to 103-40.350 (Fill in the blanks with the appropriate se6tion
numbers.)

I

4. The numbers of the sections insubpart103-40.7 go from 103,40.700
to 103-40.712 (Fill in the blanks with' the appropriate section
numbers,)

5. List. the name of the specificq section next to its number:-:

a. 103-40.303 Implement tionof Standard routing principle
b. 103-40.712 Referral of Cla'ms
c. 103-40.700 Scope of Subpart

48, '

d.

e,
103-40.101
103-40.350

Transportation assistance
Freight Classification .

f. 103,40.306 Ratetenders to the Government'
g. 103-40.151 Transportation publications
h. 103-40.306-3 Distribution
i. 16310.107 Surveys
j 103-10.710 Processing claims against carriers

-23-



Lesson 8A

Manual.

103-40,.

0

MATERIAL. MANAGEMENT
,

0

Transportation and,Traffic Management 1',
.

S CHAPTER G TRANS
PART 0340 =- TranSpor

ORTATIO4 AND MOTOR VEHIrtV.S
tiOn and Traffic Management

103-40.000 Scope of part9

103-40.101
103-40.102
103-40.103
103-40.107
103-40.150

; 103-46.151

0

't

Subpart 163-40.1 - General

Subpart 103-40.3

101!,40.303

103-40.304
J03- 40.305

103-40.305-3
103.040.305-5

103-40.306
103-40.306-3
103-40.306.50
103-40.350

Transportation
Representation
Selection of c
Surveys
R4sponsibility
Transportation

Provisions

- .

assistance 0
before regulat ry Joodies
arriers

publications

- Freight. Rates, Routes,. and SerVices

Implementation of standard routing principle!
Description of property for shipment,
Negotiation for changes in rates, ratings.,
rules, and services
'Negotiation by other executive agencies
Reports of agency negotiations
Rate tendereto the Government
Distribution
Special rate tenders (household goods only)
Freight classification (not' applicable to
household goods)

s

Subpart 103 -40.7- Reporting and AdjustingDiscepancies in

4.

103-40.700
103-40.702
103-40.763-3
103-40.710
103-40.711
103-40.711-2
103-40.712

t -(1

Government Shipments

Scope bf subpart
Reporting discrepancies

4kStandard Form 361', Discrepancy in Shipment
Processing claims against carriers
Collection of claims

Report

Claims against international ocean or air`a'rriers
Referral of claims to U.S. General Accounting
Office 0 'N

26
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LesSon

Using the'foilowilpg portion of a 'table

questions:
contents, answer the following

1. The titlep of the thrde subparts listed on,this table are:

a. Tracing and Expediting.
b. Items Requiring Special Hapdling
c. Excess Cost, Household goods
a

2. Fill in :the appropriate section numbers for each Of the following:

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103-40-56 go from
103-40.5600 to 103-40.5604. k

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103 -40 -57 go from
103-40.5700 to 103 - 40.5707 -5%

The numbers of the sections in the sub
103-40.5800 to 103-40.5805.

t 103-40.58 go from

3. List the name of the specific section next to its number:

a. 103 - 40.5707 -3

b. 103-40.5800
c. 103-40.5603
d. 103-40.5707
e. 103.40-5707-5
f. 103-40.5804
g. 103-40.5703
h. 103-40.5600
i. 103-40.5707-1
j. 103-40.5803

Articles of extraordinary value
Scope of subpart
Expediting
Household goods and personal effects
Local drayage
Declared valuation
Use of diplomatic poucilz.
Scope of subpart
`General

Processing shipments (separations and
inactivations)

1.

I.

2 7
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Sec.
103-40.5600
103-40.5601
103-40.5602
103-40.5603
103- 40.5604

Transportation and Traffic Management

Subpart 103-40.56 - Tracing'and Expediting

la
Scope of subpart
Tracing
Procedure for tracing
Expediting
Procedure for expediting

Subpart 103-40.57 - Items Requiring Spec 1 Handling

103- 40.5700 Scope of subpart
103-40.5701 Narcotics
103-40.5702 Dangerous articles and explosivea"
103-40.5703 of diplomatic pouch
103-40.5704 Alcohol
103-40.5705 Laboratory specimens
103-40,5706 Protection of shipments against heat or

cold while in transit
103-40.5707 Household goods and person 1 effects
103- 40.5707 -1 General
103-40.5707=-2" Expedited mode
103-40.5707-3 'Articles of extraordinary value

4,.

103-40.5707-4 Unaccompanied baggage ,

103-40.5707-5 ,yLocal drayage

Subpart. 103-40.58 - Excess Costs.- Household Goods

103-4.5600 ,Scope oE subpart
103-40.5801 General
103 - 4,0.5802 Circumstances in which excess costs may be

103-40.5803

103-40.5804
103;40.5805

incurred
Processing shipments (separatibns and
inactivations)
Declared valuation
Limiting 'destination costs'

6

28
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Lesson 9

Using the following portion pf a table of contents, 'answer the following
$ .queticing:

1. The tit,les of the five subparts listed on this table are:

g- Preservation, Paqaging, Packing and Marking
b. Ordering and Loading Transportation Equipment
d. Bills of Lading
d. Demurrage, Detention, and Storage
e.. Reconsignment or Diversion.

2. The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103-40A1 go from
103-40.5101 to 103-40.5109.

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103 -40.52 go from
103-40.5200 to 103-,40.5205.

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103-40.53 go from
103-40.5300 to 103-40.5310.

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103-40.54 go from
103-40.5400 to 103-40.5405.

The numbers of the sections in the subpart 103-40.55 go from
'103-40.5500 to 103-40.5505.

3. List the name of the specific section next to its number;

a. 103-40.5105
b. 103-40.5300
ct 103-40.5401
d. 103-40.5502
e. 103-40.5305
f. 103-4015102-3
g. 103-400310'
h. 103-4045301
i. 103-400109
j. 103-i4005102-1

k. 10 74045405
1. 103 -40;0303

m. 103-407 5503

n. 103-40.5400
o. 103-40.5204

Level of Protection
Scope of Subpart
Demurra
Request

and Detention z-

for Reconsignment or Diversion
Temporary °receipt in 13 eu of
Packing
Exceptions to use
General
Marking
Preservation
Certification of Bills
Preparation and Processing
Reconsignment Data
Scope of Subpart
Acceptance of Carriers

29



Subpart 103-40.51

103-40.5101
103r40.5102
103-40.5102-1
103-40.5102-2
103-40.5102-3
103- 40.5103
103-40.5104
103-40.5105
103-40.5106
103-40.5107
103-40.5108
103-40.5109

Preservation, Patkaging, Packing, and Marking

General.

Definitions
Preservation
Packaging
Packing
Carrier:s7requirements
Other requirementS
Levels of protection
Selection of level of protection
Packing articles of different freight classifications
Explosives and other dangerous articles
Marking

Subpart 103-40.52 Ordering and Loading Transportation Equipment

103-40.5200
103-40.5201
103-40.5202
103-40.5203
103-40.5204
103-46.5205

103-40.500
103-40.5301
103-40.530

103-40.530*

103-40.5304

103-40.5305

103-40.5306

103-40.5307
103-40.5308
103,40.5309
103-40.5310

103-40.5400
103-40.5401
103-40.5402

Scope of Subpait
Rail
Motor
Water

-Acceptance of carrier's equipment
Difficulty in obtaining equipment.

F

Subpart 103-40.53.- Bip.ls of Ling

Scope of Subpart
General
Persons authorized to issue Government bills of
lading

Preparation and processing U.S. Government Billi
e`of Jading , SF-1103

Standard D,S. Government Bill of Lading (GBO ,

SF-1103

Temporary receiptCin lieu of 1.p. GOvernmeht
i-O

Bill:
of Lading,and Certificate iieu of Lost U.S.
Government Bill

Conversion of 'commercial )341,o,pf lading to S.
Bills bf Lading, and proceddVefor handling lost
coreercial'bills'of lading
Short Form - U.S. GovernmintBill of Lading
Accountability of forms
Shipment registerth

Exceptions to use of U.S. Government Bills of
Lading forms.

r-

SubpartiO3-40.54 - Demurrage, Detention, an4 Storage

Scope of subpart
Demurrage and detention
Straight dethurrage, detention, and storage bills,
freight

30
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103 - 40.5403

103-40.5404
103-40.5405

Storage, temporary and nontepporary, household
goods
Average agreements
Certification of bills

Subpcytt 103-40.55 - Reconsignment or diversion

103-40.5500 Scope of Subpart
,103-40.5501 General
103-40.5502 Requests for reconsignment or diversion
.103-40.5503 Reconsignment data
1,03 - 40.5504 Endorsement on bills of lading
103-40.5505. Holding-in-transit

ti

31
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'Post Test

1. Write a definition of each of the following terms:
.1

A. Table pf Contents is usually found in the beginning of a book
and contaios the main topics and sub-topics othe book.

Index is usually found at the end of the book, it is an alpha-
betical listing of all specific details and pages they can be
found..

c. Paragraph's is one or more sent nces that develop one main idea.

D. Chapter heading is le -Mein concept that the chapter will, discuss.

E. Chapter sub-heading-1S one topic that the mdrin idea of a chapter
has been divided into.

2. Using the following table. of contents, answer the following questions:

A. List the titles of each of'the six subparts:

1. General Provisions ,

2. Major changes and new installations
3. Utilization and ordering of telecommunications services,
4. Contracting, negotiating, etc.
5. Telephone informat1on sew-ices, etc.
6. Essential tyephone service, etc.

B. Fill in the appropriate sectioll numbers.

1. The sections that are cantained on this table of contents
go from section 101-35.000' to 101-35.605.

2. the section number'of each of the following sections is:

a.° General provisions. 101-r35.1

b. Essential' telephone service during emergencies 101-35.6
c. Major changes and new installations 101-35.2 .

,3. Write the topic that will be discussed the following
'sections:

a. 101-35.307 Control of Telephone station equipment
b. 101-35.604 Procedures. for resolution of conflict
c. 101-35.309-1 General
d. 101-35.202 Definition of mejor changes
e. 101-31.504 Agency responsibility

4. Which subpart has the most sections within it? Write the-
subpart number and title.

Section # 101-35:3

Title Utilization and ordering oftelecommunication services
-30-
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,Post Test

CONTENTS SUBCHAPTER F Telecommunications and Public Utilities

PART 101 -35- Taecommunications

--Sec.

101-35.000 Scope

Subpart 101 -35.1 General'Provisions

i01-35.101
101-35.102
101-35.103
101-35.104
101-35.105
101-35.105-1
101-35.105-2
101-35.106
101-35.107
101 - 35.108

101-35.109
101-35.110
101-35.111
101-35.112

40 Subpart 101-35:2-

101-35.201
101-35.201-1
101-35.201-2
101-35.201-3

101-35.202
101-35.203
101-35.204
101-35.204-1
101-35.204-2
101-35t05
101-35.206

`101-35.207
101-35.208
101-35.209
101-35.210

Subpart 101-35.3

101- 35.301

101-35.302
101-35.303
101-35.304
101-35.305

Authorities.
Applicability
Policy
Objectives

Telecommunications services
Definitioii of tglecommunications system

Federal Teld6ommunicaions System
Circuit management
Surveys
Agency payments to common carriers"
Future plans
Contracting and negotiations
Advice and assistance
Submission of informaEion

Major .Changes and New Installations

General
Changes to other than FTS
Changes to FTS
Changes required by procurement 'of automatic data
processing.equipment (ADPE)

Definition of major changes
Justification of major changes and new installations
Request for ETS intercity voice network service
General
Information required from agencies
Agency notifiCatioh.pf cost
(Reserved)

(Reserved)
(Reserved)
(Reserved)

Submission of igebrmation

-.Util;ization.and Ordering of Telecomminications Services

General
General nequirement
Telepho ne service
Changed in telephone listings
Telegraph service

33
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Post Test - Goal I

101- 35.306

101-35.307
101-35.307-1
101-35.307-2
101-35.308

101-35.308-1
101-35.308-2
101-35.308-3
101-35.308-4
101-35.308-5
101-35.308-6
101-35.308-7
101-35.308-8
101-35.308-9
101-35.309

101-35.309-1
101-35.309-2

Subpart161-35.4

101-35.401
101 - 35.402

'101-35.402-1
.101-35.402-2'
101-35.402-3
101-35.402-4
101r35.403
101-35.404
101-35.405

Subpart 101-35.5 -

101-35.501
101-35.502
101-35.503
101-35.504

e 101-35.505
101-35.506

Subpart 101-35.6 -

101-35.601
101-35.602
10/-35.603
101-35t604
101-35.605

Forms for telegraph,meSsages
Control of telephone station equipment.
Agency surveys
Deviations from standaids
Standards and guidelines for determining telephone

station requirements
Telephone instruments
Key stations
Call directors
'Automatic dialing equipment
Touch-tone instruments
Speakerphones
Primary and secondary lines
Special lines
Special service and equipment
FTS intercity voice network agency identification

symbols
General
lqency responsibility

Contracting, Negotiation, and Representation Involving
Telecommunications Services

General
Contracting
Types of contracts
Areawide contracts
General purpose contracts
Special purpose contracts

Tariff interpretation
Representation'and negotiation
Submission of requests

Telephone Information Services Provided at GSA-Operated
Telephone Switchboards -

General
Directory' cost

Directory printing interval and limitations
Agency responsibility
Public distribution
Washington D.C., switchboards

Essential Telephone Service. During Emergenci

Line load control
Availability of essential service
Criteria' and procedures for obtaining essential service
Proceduret for resolution of conflict
,Changes in agency essential service listing'
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2. Using the following index,,answer the fallowing questions:

A. On what page will you find the following topics:

1. Davis, Keith 383',659

2. Firey, Walter 204
3. Dunn, L.C. 257
4. Defoe; Daniel 13
5. Cremin, Laurence C. 609
6. Cohen, Albert K. 125,207
7. Fairchild, Henry Pratt 258
S. Elias, L.J. 600,602
9. Drake, St. Clair 357,358,363

10. Cook, R.C. 220,552

B. This index is arranged alphabetically (alphabetically, numerically)

C. Put an X to the topics that can-be found on this page.

X a. Cooley, Charles H.

b. Friedman, J. .

c. Bunster, J.

X d. Collins, Thomas

X e. Ericson, Martha C.

f. Margolis, N.
7,

X g. Durkheim, Emile

X h. Foote, Nelson

i. Bangor, L.

j. Cressey, Paul F.

r.



POST-TEST - Coal I

708

Burrow, Trigant, 183
Butts, 11. Freeman, 609

Cameron, Norman, 483
Cap low, Theodore, :383, 436, 579, 859
Carnegie, Date, 501
Carr - Saunders, A. M., 383
Carroll, John 13., 160 .

Cartwright, Darwin, 18;3, 279, 383
Caulkins, Elmo, 59
Cavan, Ruth S., 211, 592
Cayton, Horace R., 357, :35S; 363
Centers, Richard, :301, 309, 4:36
Chapin, 'F. Stuart, 56, :57, 58, 547, 552.

566, 595, 6.17, 618. 61.1.645
Chapman, Dwight W., 415,
Chase, Stuart, 33, 160, 415, 552, 569
Chinoy, E., 383, 115, 4:36
Churchill, Winston, 255
Clark, J. M., 624
Clarke, Alfred C., 38:3; 415
Clauson, JohnA., 181
Cleveland, Harlan, 02 ;l
Clinard, 5:30, .551
Coch, L., 179 .
Cohen, Albert K., 125, 207
Cohen, Oscar, 551
Cole, G. D. IL, 308
Coleman, John 11., 660

oCollier, John, 363
Collins, Thomas, 341
Cook, Finkle F., 609
Cook,, Lloyd A., 609
Cook, R. C., 220, 552
Cook, S. F., 82
Cooley, Charles 11.. 160, 161, 163, 182,

183, 273, 442, 449, 463
Conwell, Chic, 305
-Corey, Lewis 308
Corwin, Edward S., 345
-Cottrell, Leonard S., Jr., 323, 341, 588
Cottrell, W. F., 24, 61;125, 376

--Cowdry, E., 341
.-Cow16, Gardner, 552, 659, 70:3
cox, 0. C., 258
Cremirr, Lawrence C., 609
Cressey, Paul F., 551
Crissey, Elinor, 362.
Caber, John F.., 125, 548, 552

Darwin, Charles, 4
Davie, Maurice11.,-280. 362
'Davis, Allison, 288; 309, 362, 363;415
Davis, E., 341
Davis, Keith, 383, 659
Davis, Kenneth S.,-62
Davis, Kingsley, 159, 415, 592; 682
Deasey, Lelia C., 4S.3 .

36
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NAME INDEX

Defoe, Daniel, 13, .

DeMadariaga, Salvador, 623
Daher, Milton, 341
Deutsch, Albert, 323, 483
DeVoto, Bernard, 199 632
Dewhurst, Frederic J., 702
Dexter, Lewis A., 483.
Dickinson, Robert E., 220
Dickson, W. J., 178
Dillon, E. J., 584
Dollard, John, 2S0
Donglas, Joseph H., 239
Drake, St. Clair, 357, 358, 363
Drucker, Peter F., 62, 125, 383, 659, 693,

70:3
Dubin, Robert, 125, 383
Dublin, Louis I., 258, 682
Dul3ois, W. E. B., 242
Dunbar, Flanders, 483
Dunham; II, Warren, 211, 48:3, 531
Dunn, L. C., 257
Dunnagaii, William A., 673
Durkheint, Emile, 469, 530, 659

Eckert, Ruth E., 604
Edwards, Allen D., 220
Eells, Kenneth, 308
Elias, L. J., 600, 602
Ellsworthy, John S., jr.,,187
Ericson, -Martha C., 415

Fairchild, Henry Pratt, 2.58
Faris, Robcrt E. L., 160, 211, 430,.-433,

463, 483, 481, 517, 518, 531, 552
Farm Security Administration, 677
Faulkner, 363.

411

Fava, Sylvia F., 217
Festinger, L., 180
Fey; Harold E., 396, 397
Fichter, Joseph H., 637
Fiero, Maude.. L., 33, 62, 82, 99, 124,

159, 182, 220, 239, 280, :308, 323, 363,
383, 400; 483,309, 624, 637, 659, 682,
703

Firey, Walter, 204
Flowerman, Samuel H., 383
Folsom, J. K., 592, eV
Foote; Nelson, 210, 211
Ford, C. S., 491, 49'
Ford, Henry, 692, 69 , 69
Form, William H., 308, 660,703
Foxe, John, 387
Frank,. Lawrence K., 530
Frazier, E. Franklin, 256, 258, 359,

363
Freedman, Ronald, -61, 82; 124, 182, 220,

323, 415, 4:36, 551, 659
French, J. R. P. Jr., 179, 415
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'GOAL II: To be able to 'identify the.Main idea of paragraphs of. varying
degrees of difficulty.,

Objectives:. 'The student will be
,

able to:

1. Identify the main idea of paragraphs from the daily newspaper.
(Level I)

2. Identify themain idea of paragraphs from a pbpular maga;ine.
(Level II)

3. Identify the main 'idea of paragraphs from textbooks with a variety
of content matter. (Level III)

4. Identify the main idea of paragraphs from government procedural
manuals:. (Level IV)

. The criteria for successful completion of these objectives will be that the
.student must be able to correctly answer three out of the'five execeises
done each day.

0
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GOAL, II - Identifying thd Main Idea of a Paragraph

Lesson Nora-test.
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GOAL XI - Identifying the Main .Idea of a Paragriiii

Lesson 2: Introduction to the concept that there is an organizational

pattern to,a paragraph.

Activities:

1. Class lesson: Paragraph'development

A paragraph is developed around one' central. idea. This,idea,,is then

supported by as many details As the author thinks are necessary in

order to communicate his/her ideas. In many paragraphs the main or

central idea is stated first and then the details are includn the
rest of the paragraph. However, there are instancee-when the main ,

idea is found at the end of the paragraph, in the middle of the pare-

graph, both at'the beginning and a,16 the end of the paragrakph, And in

411ess frequentcases not mentioned/at all. In these cases it is up to

the reader to develop. independently the unstated main idea.

2. Test Assignment (Reading Skills: A.Guide for Setter Reading)
4

A. Read and do pages 4-20, working in groups of two'. At this point

only indicate the in 44: of each ptragraph

'b. Extra practice identifyii.ng the main idea bf a paragraph -- pages

53-59.

Independent work: Each student will read five (5) paragraphs at
appropriate level and underline the main idea in each pakagraph.

c It
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GOAL II.- Identifying the Main Idea of a Pdragraph

Lesson 3:- Review of the o gani
in identifying the..m

Activitiesn

a-Clonal pattern of a paragraph and'pract'ce.
in idea,

a. Class lesson: eview the concepts taught in Lesson 2.
,

The paragraph consists of a main idea supported 123iva number ofdetails.

Although most often found.in the beginning of a par.pgralph, the main
idea may be' found at the end, in the middle, and in the beginning, of a
paragraph.

Occasionally a paragr h does not specify the main idea. In thote;
.* instances it is up th reader to develop tWmain idea frOmtheA''

details that have been stated:

2. The teacher will read paragraph, from supplementary teXtd3 to?the
student's illustrating the fact that the - main idea can be found in
the first sentence, in the last sentence, and in the middle of the
paragraph.

3 In groups of two the students, will review and correct the material that
was done independently in Lesson 2. e

4. Independent study: Each.student will read five Paragraphs et4an
appropriate level* animiderline the main idea in each paragraph.

*The student will continue to work -at the assigned level, unless he/she
correctly answered all of the ek'gmples from Lesson 2. In that case
the student will advance to the next level.

ID%
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GO L II - Identifytng the main idea of paragraph.

Lesso To learn to distinguish bet aen the main idea of a paragraph
and the supporting details

Activities:

le In groups of two choose paragraphs from supplementary material
(newspapers, magazines, textbooks, manuals) at appropriate level
and identify the main idea of each paragraph.

2. Independent study:. Each student will read five.paragraph at the
Appropriate ievel* and choose from four possible choices the answer
that most adequately expresses the main idea of a paragraph.

*The student will continue to work at the assigned level unless she/he
correctly answered all of the examples from Leson 3. In that case
the student will,. advance to the next level.

1.
.4.6',"2.' Y AP,,w
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GOAL II - Identifying the marl idea of a paragraph.

Lesson 5: To continue to practice to distinguish between the main idea
of a paragraph and the suppOrting details.

Activities:
/ .4

1. As an entire group have students identify the main idea of paragraphs,
read orally to the group by the teacher, from the available supplementary
materials (newspapers, magazines, textbocAss, and manuals).

2. In groups of two the students will review and correct the exercises
done independently in the preVious lesson.

. Independent study: The student will read five paragraphs at the
appropriate level* and choose,,from four possible choices, the answer
that most adequately expresses the main idea of the paragraph.

*The Student will continue to work at the assigned.level uniess'heishe
correctly answered all of the examples from Lesson 4. In that case
the student will advance to.the next lesson.

42.
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GOAL II - Identifying the main idea of a paragraph.

Lesson 6: To begin to learn how to restate the main idea of a.paragraph
into the student's own words.

V

Activities:
,

.4.,.

1. As a whole group the preceding day's independent work will be review0 ,
and, corrected.

2. In groups of two, the students will use the available supplementary
materials and identify the main ideas of paragraphs that they locate
and read to each other.

3. Independent study: The student will read five paragraphs at the
appropriate level* and then complete the incomplete sentences so that
it expresses the main idea of the paragraph.

*The student will" continue to worIc'at.the assigned level unless she/he
correctly answered all the exercises from. Lesson 5. In that cases the
student will advance to the next level.

43
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GOAL II.- Identifying the main idea oY a paragraph.

7 -.rt.-
Lesson 7: To continue to learn how to restate the maid idea of a paragraph

into the student's own words.

Activities:

1.. The group will practice restating the main idea of aparagraph in their
own words, orally, by doing so for paragraphs read orally by the teacher
from supplementary material available.

2. In groupsof two the students will review and correct the work done
independently during the preceding lesson.

3. Independent study:, The student will read five paragraphs at the appro-
. priate level* and then complete the imcomplete sentence so that it ex-
presses the main idea of the paragraph.

*The student will cont/bue to work at the 'assigned level, unless he/she
*

correctly answered all of the exercises from Lesson 6. In that case,
the student will advance to the next level.
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GOAL II - Idetifying the main idea of a paragraph.

Lesson 8: To demonstrate understanding of the main idea of a paragraph
by restating completely in,his/her own words, the main idea
of the paragraph.

Activities:

i. Group review of concept of main ideaof a paragraph. Work done in-
dependently during the previous lesson will be reviewed and corrected.

2 In groups of two the students will read.borally paragraphs from sup-
plementary material (newspapers, magazines, textbooks, manuals) and
restate in theireown words the main idea of the paragraph.

3. Independent study: The student will read five paragraphs at.thl,
appropriate level* and then restate completely in his/hek own wo ?ds
the main idea of the paragraph in a well-written, complete sentence.

*The student will continue to work at.the assigned level unless he/she
correctly answered all of the exercises from Lesson 7. In that case,
the student will advance to the next level.

0.
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GOAL II - Identifying the main idea of a paragraph.
4

Lesson 9: To continue to demonstrate the ability of restating the main
idea of a paragraph in tine's own words.

Activities:
4.0.01ke

1. Individual conferences to discuss work done during the preceding
lessons; to review and correct work done during that time; and to
answer any concerns or questions that persist concerning the/min
idea of a paragraph.

2. Independent study: The student will read five p ragraphs at the .,
appropriate level, and then restate completely in his/her own wordt
the main idea of the paragraph in a well-written complete sentence.

The student will review the work that he/she did during the preceding
lessons.

4.
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GOAL II - Identifying the main idea of a paragraph.

1
Lesson 10:. Post-test

. '

4
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GOAL III - To be alble to locate specifiq-details from paragraphs of
varying degrees of difficulty.

Objectives:

The student will be able. to:

1. Answer questions relhted to specific details,in a paragraph from ,

a newspaper.

2. Answer questions related to specific
a magazine.

' .

details in a paragraph from

3. Answer questions related to specific details
a textbook.

4.. Answer questions related to specific details
a governmental procedural manual.

in a paragraph from

in a paragraph- from

The criteria for the sr Ooessful completion of these objectives will be that
the student must be.abie to correctly answer three out. of the -five exercises
done each day.
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GOAL III - Locating supporting details of a paragraph.0

Lesson 1. - Pre-test



GOAL III - LoCating supporting details from paragraphs..

Lesson 2: Given a paragraph, the student will be able to underline and
number the specific details of a paragraph that support the
main' idea of that paragraph.

Activities:

1. Group Lesson: A paragraph is constructed so that there is .a main
idea and several supporting details. Each of the
ddtails pertain to the main idea and elaborate upon
it in a variety of ways.

2. Text: Reading Skills: A Guide r Better Reading:
In groups of two the stu ents will do the exercises
on Pages 14-20. At thrs time the'students will
identify the supporting details of the main ideas
that were identified earlier.

3. Independent study: Each student will reread the five paragraphs that
they read as part of Lps4on 2 .of Goal II and under-
line and number the supporting details of the para-
graph.
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-GOAL III - Locating puppOrting details in a paragraph.

Lesson 3: Given a paragraph, the student will again underline and number
the supporting details of a paragraph.

Activities:

1. Group Lesson: Review concept of paragraph structure and stress the
relationship of supporting details to the main idea of a paragraph.
Review work done during independent study period of preceding lesson.

In groups of two, the students will outline at last two of the para-
graphs they reviewed, indioating the main idea and supporting details.

in groups of two, do pages 53-59 of the class text.

4. Indepedent study: Each student will reread the five_ paragraphs that
they-read-as part of Lesson 3 of Goal II and underline and number the
suppor(,tingdetails of the paragraphs.

1

r.
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GOAL III - Locat g supporting details in paragraphs.

Lesson 4: Gi en'a paragraph the student will be able to identify from
a ist of four choices the one detail. that is not found in
the paragraph and,does not,support the main idea of that
paragraph.

Activities:

1. Group lesonr The students will identify supporting details of a
paragraph that is read orally to them, from the. supplementary
material available (newspapers, magazines, textbooks,'manuals, and
other reading improvement texts).

In groups of two the students will review and correct the work done
independently during Lesson 3.

3. Independent study: Each student will reread five paragraphs read
as part of Lesson 4,of Goal II and choose from a list of four choices
the one statement that is not a supporting, detail of that paragraph.



4

4
COL III - Locating the supporting details of paragraphs.

Lessn 5: GiVen a Paragraph, the student will again identify from a list
of for choices the one statement that is not a supporting de-
tail at that paragraph.

0

(
1. The group will review.and correct work done during the preceding lesson

el

2. In groups of two.the students will identify the porting details
1 ,paragraphs read from the supplementary material that is available.

r

3, Independent study: Each student will reread the five paragr read
`as,part of Lesson 5 of Goal II and choose from a list o.fAmx choices
the one statement that is not a supporting detail of paragraph.
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GOAL III - Locating the supporting details ofj paragraphs.

-

Lesson 6: Given a paragraph, the student Wil be able to complete state-
tents concerning the supporting details of that paragraph.

Activities:

.

1. From material that is read' orally to the class by the, teacher, the
studentsyi r identify ,,the supporting details of the paragraph.

2.. In gr ups of two the students will reviewandrrect the work done
indepep during'the preceding leSson.

3. Independent study:' Each student will reread the five paragraphs read
as part of Lesson ,6 bf Goal II and complete the Latemeritss-concerning

the supporting details of the paragraphs.

I
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GOAL III - Locating the supporting details of paragraPhs.

Lesson 7: Given a paragraph, the student will again be able to complete
statements conce ning the supporting details of that paragraph.

Activities:

1. The group will review and correct the work done independently during
the preaeding lesson.

2. In groups of two, the students will read paragraphs to each other
, from available supplementary material picking out the supporting de-
tails of the paragraphs.

3. Independent study: Each Goal II student will reread the five para-
graphs read as gaNt of Lesson 7 of Goal II and complete the statement
concerning the supporting details of the paragraphs:

^X)

4 ,
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GOAL III - Locating the supporting details of pragraphs.

0

Lesson 8: Given a paragraph, the student willrestate the supporting
details of the paragraph in his/her own words.

Activities:

. 1. From material read aridly to the class by the teacher/ the students
will orally restate the supporting details of phe main idea of the
paragraph.

..2. In groups of two the students will'review and correct the work done
independently in theepreceding lesson.

3. Independent study: 'Es4ch student will rereadothe five paragraphs
read as part of Lesson 8 of Goal II and restate the supporting de-
.tails of the paragraph in his/her own words.
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GOAL III - Locating the supporting details of paragraphs.

Lesson 9:1 Given a paragraph, the studen't will again restate the supportifig
details of the paragraph in his/her own words.

Act%ities:

0 a

1. An individual conference will be held with each student to revieW and
correct done in order to achieve Goal III. Students will have
the opportunity to clarify any questions concerning the use of the sup-
porting details of the paragraph.

Independent udy: Secfi student will reread .the five paragraphs read
as part o Lesson 9 of Goal II and restate th0 supporting detailsof
the paragraph in his/her own words.

a

/

0,
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GOAL III - LOcating supporting details of a paragraph.

Lesson lb: Post-Test

C

e

,1



PRE-TEST .2GOAL II and III

L

Lesson 1: Read each paragraph and answer the questions-following them.

I. One reason is that recent research has challenged some 'Ong-held
assumptions. about the nature of the disease. Doctors used to think
diabetes was brought on by a malfunctioning pancreas: the body, just

didn't produce enough insulin. However,*whea they began analyzing
blood for insulin levels in the early 1960s, a curious fact became.
evident. Many diabetics, particularly those who developed symptoms
when they were adults, have normal or higher-than-mime' levels of
insulin. But *cause of tissue abnormalities, the sugar level in .

the blood has rUhkOespite the insulin.

Circle the correct answer.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Due to tissue abnormalities, sugar level in the blood
rises despite the insulin.

Y2. Those diabetics' who developed- the disease when aduil.ts,

have normal levels of insulin.

3. Due to research, long-held assumptions about diabetes
ha 've been questioned.

4. It used to be thought that diabetes resulted from_a
malfunctioning pancreas.

B. The statement is not a supporting detail of this para4raph is:

1. Blood began to be analyzed for insulin in the early 1900s.

2. Due to tissue abnormalities, sugar level rises despite
the insulin.

3. Diabetes is being widely studied.'

4. DoCtors used to think tat diabetes was caused by a mal-
functioning pancreas.

II. There is no reason to believe that the rush to"the desert will diminish
in the years ahead. It has become. a-place for motorcycle races--many
unsupervised. Dune buggy enthusiasts are attracted to'the desert's
acres of sand dunes, a sort of natural roller coaster for these vehicles.
To the rockhounds and campers, the desert offers constant adventure. All
these people insist that they have a right to explore the desert in their
own fashion: There is simply the fact that the desert is. there, wide .

open and tremendous.
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Complete the following sentences, in your own words.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:.

People will continueto rush to the desert in the futul-e.

B. Three supporting details of this paragraph 'are:

1. .It is a place for motorcycle races.

2. Dune buggy enthusiasts are attracted to it.

3. Rockhounds and campbrs are attracted to it,L.

III. The last of the chimney sweeps who used to walk neighborhood streets
looking for wo atop old4New Orleans houses was buried today. PerrS,

Tillman, 71 years old, had worked cleaning and repairing chimneys
until January of this year, when a heart ailment prevented him from
climbing any more roofs.

Circle the correct answer.
S

A. ,The main idea of this paragraph is:.

lr
1, perry Tillman retired due to a bad heart.

2. The work of a chimney sweep is too strenuous for most people.

3. Perry Tillman retired at the age of 71.

4. Perry Tillman was,the last of the New Orleans chimney sweeps.

Complete this sentence in your own words.

B. Two supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Perry Tillman had a heart ailment.

2. Perry Tillman was 71 years old.
Sc,

IJ

a.

TV. Wanted criminals are-finding out that New Orleans is no place for them,
to be. When they're arrested in that city, police can tell, almost
.instantly, if they're wanted for another offense either in New Orleans
or in another part of the country. As law breakers are booked, identifying,
information is entered on a computer keyboard. ,If they're being sought,
that fact is flashed on a video screen.' Apprehension of wanted criminals
has increased significantly since the Computer4booking procedures was
12,gun. 'And citizens in New Orleans, and elsewhere, can breathe a little

easier.
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Circle the correct answer.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. There is less crime in New Orleans due to the computer.

21 There are.many new crime fighting innovations.

3. Since the computer. became operative, there has been an in-
crease in the apprehension of wanted criminals in New Orleans.

- 4. Information is entered on the computer keyboard.

B, The statement that is not a supporting detail of this paragraph
is:

1. New Orleans citizens are not as afraid of crime as they used
to be.

r-N\

2. Computeri are now being used to fight crime, in New Orleans.

3. If a criminal is being sought, that fact is flashed on a
screen.

)(

4

4. New Or earl.; police are pleased with this new innovation.

Of all the intimidating social graces, the ability,to order the correct
wine--and to taste variations in quality--ranks among the greatest. To
the uninitiated, the whole routine has always seemed like on great big
put-on, but doubts usually crumble before the onslaught of vintage dates,
vineyard names and grape varieties mustered by wine connoisseurs. Last
week, however, the doubters found unexpected support from within the
enemy camp itself in the latest chapterof a scandal that has shaken
the entire French wine industry to its well-cultivated roots.

Complete the following sentences in your own words.

A. The main idea of this'paragraph,iS:

the ability to order the correct wine is very difficult and in-
timidating.

Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Wine connoisseurs know grap varieties, dates and vineyards.

2. The routine seems like a "put-on" to the uninitiated..

,3. A scandal has shaken the French wine industry.
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VI. Imagine yourself lost in the wilderness--don't you wish you had a
Survival Knife? You could be using the sharp knife blade for dress-
ing game and cleaning fish, or the saw blade for cutting down saplings
for shelter. You could check the compass, the level, the thermometer
(for gauging the wind-chill factor), all of them built into the large
handle. Cold? Hungry? The handle contains water proof matches, a
candle, even a couple of fishing hooks complte with line and sinker.
The reverse of the knife blade is a whetstone; and this wonder (only
six inches long) also features a bottle opener and a screwdriver.

Complete the following sentences in your own words.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

if you're lost in the wilderness you should have a Survival Knife.

B. Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Sharp knife blade for dressing game.

2. Saw Olade for cutting down saplings.

3. The compass, level, and thermometer could be checked.

VII. Change is painful. To discard the old is to discard certain sentiments
and values. To live by the new is to challenge old4habits and to learn
the new is in intself painful. These are some of the psycLological
reasons why human beings tend to resist culture change and why culture,
itself is said to have a static aspect.

Circle the correct answer.

A. The main'Adea of this paragraph is:

1. Culture change is resisted because change in itself is painful.

2. It is
,ga
painful. to learn new habits.

N

3. PsycholOgitts have studied the effects of change in human beings.

4. People find it easy to discard old habits.

B. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this paragraph is:

1.. Change is painful.

2. It is painful to learn new habits.

3. Human beings tend to resist culture change.

4: It is easy to discard old sentiments and values.
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VIII. By far the larger part of the, earth's soils are developed from weathered
rOck. As noted previously, when rock is exposed at the aurface, it is
subjected to both weathering and erosion, which create a mantle of un-

40
consolidated material, known as regolith. Into the space between the
individual particles in the regolith, water and air penetrate, plant
roots secure a foothold; and life forms, represented by small burrow-
ing animals, ants, earthworms, and bacteria., become estidblished. The
evolution of soil begins when organic forms start their existence in'
the upper part of the regolitb.

a

0

Complete these sentences.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

the earth's soils are developed from weathered rock.

B. Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The rock, exposed at the surface, subjected to weathering
and erosion.

2. Regolith is an unconsolidated. material.

3. Water and air penetrate the spaces between the particles of
the regolith.

IX. Small animals, like the earthworM, feed upon humus and carry it down-
ward into the soil. Large numbers of bacteria feed upon it, often
converting it to other forms, and mix it with the mineral parts of the
soil. Fungi, plants without green color, also feed upon it and in

lk

turn produce other organic 'compounds. The bodies of all Of these
plants and animals alike provide a further source or organi matter
when they die. Certain of the bacteria have the ability to take
nitrogen directly from the air and transform it so that it can be used
by plant roots. The presence of nitrogen-fixing bacteria in large
numbers insure high soil fertility.

Complete these sentences in your own words.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

nitrogen-fixing bacteria in large numbers insures high soil fertility.

B. Three supporting details of this par4graph is:

1. Small animals feed upon humus and carry it intd the soil.

2. Large numbers of bacteria feed on it and mix it with other parts
of the soil.

3. Bodies of all plants and animals provide a further source of
organic matter.
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X. (a) Required use. Except as provided in & 101-45.313r7, Standard Form
119 shall be used, without deviation, whenever ither part 'of the in-

quiry provided for in & 191-45.313-3(a) with re ect to contingent
fees is answered in the affirmative. The form s all be used also,
without deviation, in any other case where an ag ncy desires to obtain
such information. When, after use of the form, further information is
required, it may be obtained in any appropriate manner. Submission of
the form shall be required, normally, only of successful bidders and
contractors.

Circle the correct answer.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Section 101;45.313-3 requires that an inquiry be held.

2. There are a n-tuber of instances when Standard Form 119 shall
be used.

3. Forms shall be submitted only by successful bidders.

4. The government has many forms to be used by the contractors.

B. Tha statement that is not a supporting detail of this paragraph is:

1. Exceptions for the use of Standard Form 119 can be found in
Section 101-45.313.7.

2. Only successful bidders and contractors must submit the form.

3. Section 101-45.313.3 requires all contractors to pay a fee.

4. Other information may be acquired in any appropriate manner.

XI. When the property selected is accounted for by weight, the authorized
DHEW representative will Prepare SF-123 identifying the property as
miscellaneous electronic items in FSC Group4 58, 59, 66, and 69 or
other FSC Groups convering similar electronic items, as applicable,
followed by a brief description of tuners, receivers, condensers, etc.
The total acquisition cost, actual or estimated, must be shown on the

'form. When the'acquisition cost is computed by conversion of weight'
to dollars, or by other acceptable methods, care should be taken to
reflect a value which is compatible with the original acquisition of
the property.

Complete these sentences in your own words.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is:

that spkific information is required on form SF-123 when the
selected property is accounted for byweight.
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B. Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The property will be identified as miscellaneous'electronic
items.-

2% It will have 'a brief description of tuners, receivers, etc.

3. The total acquisition cost must be shown.

XII. A determination may be made permitting the bidder to correct his bid
where the bidder requests permission to do so and", clear and convincing
evidence establishes both the existence of a mistake and the bid actu-
ally intended. However, if such correction would result in displacing
one or more higher bids, the determination shall not be made Unless the
existence of the mistake and the bid actually intended are ascertain
able substantially from the invitation and bid itself. If the evidence
is clear and convincing only as to the mistake, but not as to the in-
tended bid, a determination permitting the bidder to withdraw his bid
may be made.

Complete these sentences in your own words.

A. The main idea of this paragraph is: A

that, under certain conditions a bidder may erect his bid.

. 40
B. Three supporting details of this peragraph a

1. If the bidder requests permission to change the bid and there
is evidence of the mistake, it may be corretted.

2. The determination shall not be made if it Osplaces a higher
bid unless it is clearly a mistake from theinvitatiOn and the bid.

3. If it is clear only as a mistake, but not as,to the intended bid,
the bidder may withdraw the bid.

a

a
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LEVEL I

Goal II
Lesson 2: Underline the sentences) that contain(s) the main idea

of the paragraph. 4

Goal. III

Lesson Number each part of a sentence that contains a support

1 e detail of the main idea of the

t

paragraph..

.

1. Today, Little Nuie sa s on the threshold of a new era. A
recently completed ai strip is bringing-the outside world in..
and letting some of the Nuieans out. The island's only hotel
(40 beds) has just been built. Tourism, if it comes at all,
will be measured in small portions but the undeniable impact
of,a regular air-service is already chahging the Nuiean way
of life.

2. Arizona's poaching problet does not compare with that in other
states. From January through June of this year .a total of 5,500
arrests were made in Michigan, up 500 from-last year. In

Missisippi fines totaling $249,000 were levied this year, up
$62,000 over 1978. And in Texas, 118 violations were written
last August, up from 58 the previous year.

3 There was a great social like in the town, much of it Centering
on the Copper Queen Hotel,-an many of the'women made periodic
shopping tips to San Francisco for their,plothes. There-was a
country cl_ etween Bisbee and Osborn, and there was a golf
course. GrIPns were oiled sand and the course had no need of
artificial hazards since the natural ones included snakes, wild
horses, the railroad tracks and rivulets of water from the mine
runoff.

4. The very muddy track conditions brought about two incidences
where horses fell. In the ninth race TOp Torch fell 46,ing into
the clubhouse turn sending jocky Butch Avant into the rail. ,
Avant suffered multiple-Cuts and bruiSes and received a mild
concussion bilt was released from:University Hospital. His
brdther Richard suffered a broken collarbone two weekS ago in
a similar accident.

5. Florence Colebrook Powers is 89 years old, and her two tiny rooms
a residence:hotel here are cluttered With.Mementos: There are

new paper'clippings of.her performance as a ballrooM dancer at
Pre iderit Franklin. D. Roosevelt's' first inaugural ball in 1933
There is A picture of the family'eState,in Rochester; MY., with
its five acres of Velvety'lawns,' There i..sa 1920's photograph of
her laughing with her husband, looking like Scott and'gelda'
Fitzgeraid,.in an open,-cu*stom-made care with the Arc de Triomphe
in the backgroUnd.A



LEVEL II

Goal II
Lesson 2: Underline the sentence that contains the main idea of

; the paragraph.

. .GoaleIII
Lesgon 2ti Number each part of a sentence that.contains a sup

.ing cleta 1 of the main idea. ,

1. Starvation is only one of the ways in which hunger kills.
People whose bellies are full.can still die of malnutrition
if their diets lact certain essential elements. .Lack.of
protiens containing essential amino acids--found in milk,
meat, fish, beanS and nuts- -can bring on Kwashiorkor, 4' wast-.
ing disease that kills .Ins of thousands of children each year
in AfriCh, India, South.lst Asia andparts of South :America.
Kwashiorkor vktims, wh)Je tissues are usually swollen with
fluid;develop scaly rash and liver troubles. They are most
easily recognized by the characteribtics that gave the diidase:
its Ghananian Dame of "Red Johnny'"; for reasons,unknown, their
hair turns a coppery.color.

2. .To the roll of drUms, the Utah Stars began to peel away their
warmup suits. For 10 days they Wad been training in'tural
northern Utah, in the gym of North Rich :HiZjh School near
Sweetwater Park Resort, and it was time to break camp. The
only matter left on the pre-exhibition season schedule.was an
,intrasquad game, something for the locals. As the drums rolled
ore, a squad-of cheerleaders swept onto the floor, placedhands ,
over young hearts and began to lead the crowd through the:Pledge
of On the 'sidelines one,of the Stars, a 611.1"
youngster o j9, a few months out of high school himself, cover-
ed his heart and joined. Suddenly, thunk! A teammate sent an
elbow crashing into his ribs. He gasped, surveyed the other N,..
Stars, all of whom were in various poses of nonattention, and
.quickly became a model of indifference. Moses Malone had,been
introduced 'to professional basketball.

3.- The main cause of the increase of food demand is, of course,
the population explosion in the poorest countries. The world
is growing at the phenomenal rateof at leaSt 200,000 people a
day, or 75 million a year. Unless the rate is checked, this
planet's 3.9 billion inhabitants will double in4number.within'
35 years.; India's 2.2% anndal growth rate will double the
country's current population of 596 million by'the year '2000.
The apparent inability, or unwillingness, ofAloat poor countries
to restrain their proffigacyhas embittered many agricultural
economists. Nobel Laureate Borlaug complains'that the '4igher.
yields of the miracle seeds were meant to give the underdeveloped
nations ome time to reduce their population growth and begin up-
grading their citizens: nutrition. Instead, he says, "Our
efforts to buy time have been frittered away because political
leaders developing nations have refused to come to grips with
the population monster."



4. In,West Germany,'this Year's apple harvest fell 41 per cent
short of the' 1973 crop. In Burma, a. large sunflower plan- -

tation failed to produce any seed fors the seConq, year in a
row. In Tunisia, a sudden slump in prOdUction caused honey
priaes to double. The Major reason\in every casez, a steady
and continuing .decline in the worlds population,of bees-.
During the past decade, the number of man - tended bee colopies
used to pollinate crops hai fallen by 11 per pent"a netae-
'crease of almost 200 billion bees and' one that agricUlturiste
see as, an imminent threat to world food supplies. Already
there are 'cultural desetts' devoid of bees,' said.ProfessOr
Wilhelm Drescher, direotor ofBonn University's Bee institute,
last week. "We'wonder how. 164g this decline can go on before'
it becomes impossible to pollinate all'the crops that need
bees."

5 British isychiatiist Richard Mackarness believes that the
orthodox concept of psychomsoMatic illness.should be turned
on its head. instead of mental disorder causing physical ,

illness, he says, as mules one third of all mental illness
may be caused'Wphysica disorders--specifically, food al-

. lergies. He reasons that allergies affect the bran and Pro-
duce mental problems, just as they affect the skinand stomacht
producing rashes and indigesti h.
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LEVEL III

Goal' II

Lesson 2: Underline the sentence(s) that contain(s) the main idea
of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 2:. Number eadh part of a sentence that contains a support-

ing detail of the main idea.

1 Chromium makes steel hard, tough, and highly resistant, to heat
and-corrosion. Chrome steel is used for such purposes as high
speed tools, machine parts, acid-resistAnt containers; rust-
resistant.trimming, and armor plate. -,Chromium is also:used in'
certain iron-nickel and cobalt-tngsten. alloys. As a nonalloy,
it is used to line furnaces and to make certain chemicals.
Important uses in the chemical industries:are for dyes, pig-
ments, and tanning extracts.(hence, chrome leather).

. 2. The extensive fishing grounds of we stern Europe, are matched-on
the opposite side of. Eurasia by those directly next to or near
Japan. Japan ins the world's chief fiqhing nation, and the bulk
of the catch is taken from waters south of Japan and Korea.
Even more than In western Europe, the meager agricultural re-

. sources of Japan,' accompanied by high population densities,
force 'great rieliance on the resource of the sea. In addition
to waters near the homeland, the Japanese fish fa afield, not
only in the North Pacific, but in the waters of An arctica' and
the South Seas.

"

3. .Direction is determined by a weather vane. A rod, with a pointer
at one end and a relatively wide vertical surface or plate at
the other, is mounted so that it can rotate freely about a per-

' pendicular shaft. Indicators of directidn are fixed accurately
on the shaft. As the wind blows, the pressure which it exerts
on tie vertical surface of the vane causes the pointer to swing
around into the direction from which the wind-is blowing. Thus,
a west wind is a wind blowing from the west. By reference to
the direction indicators, the direction of the.wind can be as-
certained.

4. People of primAlve cultures were governed by the'major climatic
elements in matters of clothing and shelter. Prehistoric man
sought shelter in caves as protection against the frigid blasts
from retreating ice sheets. _Later, with the disappearance of the
ice, he came out from the cavde to occUry rock shelters such as
those that line the mallPy side °f the Vezere river in south-
western France. Similarly, the placing of primitive settlements
near sources of water and the avoidance of waterless. areas sug-
gest their complete dependence on natural nYoisture.
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5. The most fixed social system known is called a caste system.
, In it the lines between the social. classes are draWn by
heredity. To be a member of a privileged class one must be
born into it. In a caste systenx. social status is passed from,
one generatiA to the next. In these societies it Is impos-
sible, or .nearly so, for one to _acheve higher status than
that of his parents. He may, by disregarding the traditions
which are common to his particular social class, lose caste

/.and fall to a lower rank.

0

4".
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LEVEL, IV

Goal II
Lesson2: Underline the sentence(s) that contains) the main idea*

of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 2: NUMber each part of a sentence' that contains a support

ing detail of the main idea.

1. Any bidder skho has previously furnished asStandard Form 119 to
the office issuing the invitation or negotiating the contract
may be permitted to accompany his bid with, oesubmit in con-
nection with the proposed.contract, a signed statement indi-
eating when such completei forms was previously furnished,
identifying by number theprevious invitation or contract in
connection with which such forp was submitted; and represent-
ing that the statements in such previously furnished form are
applicable to such subsequent bid or:contract. I14 such case,
submission of an additional completed Standard Form 119 need
not be required.

2. The methods used to achieve the abOve Objectives stated in
paragraph (a) of thib sectiOn arse the requirements for dis-
closurgof the details of arrangemeftts-underwhich,agents"re-
present concerns in obtaining Government contracts, And the
rohibiting, by use of the convenant against contingent. fees,
at certain types of coptractor-agent arrangement. The Criminal
Code will apply in any case involving actual criminal conduct.

3. Heads of executive agencies are authorized (with power of redel-

.
egation as provided in && 101-45.803(b) and 101-45.804(d), in
order to minimize delay in contract awards, t6 makeosthe adminis-
trative determinations described in this &101-45.803-in connec-
tion with mistakes in bide alleged after opening of. bids and
before award. The authority contained herein to permit cor-
rection 6f bids is limited to bids which, as submitted, are
responsive to the invitation for bids, and may not be used to
permit correction of bids to make them responsive. This author-
ity is in addition to that in &101-45.802 or that which may-be
otherwise available.

4. Preferential treatment, normally, shall not be accorded to any
mode of transportation or to any particular carrier when arrang-
ing for domestid transportation services. However, where, for
valid reasons, use of particular types of carriers is necessary'
to meet program requirements, only specified types of carriers
will be considerpd. Examples of the need for particular types
of carriers would be (a) where only certain modes of transporta-
tion could provide the required service or meet the required
delivery date ;, or (b) where the consignee's installation and
related facilities preclude, ,or are not conducive to, service by
particular modes of transportation.

11
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'Before signing the carrier's delivery receipt, the Government
consignee (oj representative) shall place thereon a notation
detailing the nature and-extent of all apparent Rverages,
shortages, visible damages, Or other discrepanciefAin)the
quantity and condition of property received, as compared with
that shown on the'covering bill of lading. Any notation
placed on the carriers delivery receiptshot-21d also be shOwn
on the consignee's copy of the delivery receipt.of freight-bill.'
Notations should be signed by the consignee and by the carrier's
driver or representative. . 0

,
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LEVEL

Goal II
Lesson 3: Underline the sentence(s) that contain(s) the main idea

of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 3: Number each part of he sentence that contains a support-

ing detail of the mai idea. j

41

1. tinivers4y of Arizona Hom oming festivities blast off next
Friday night with the Mex can fiesta for which Mike de la
Fuente it even now collecting Bacardi, pinatas and a griachi

band. The Branjff's the scene of the action this year it

will be the locale of the post-game Greek reunion n ckass

reunions, the Sunday lettermen's breakfast and Saturday night
all alumni buffet supper and dance.

2. Breast cancer can spread through the bloo tream or lymphatics,

the thin - walled vessels that meander froM breast to lymph nodes
(glands) in various parts of the Cody. They drain tissue
fluids from thepreast and if cancer cells get into the fluid,
the glands filtdr them out. The.iyaTh.nodes are located in
the armpit and behind the breaStbone inside the chest. breast
cancer is more apt to spread by way of the lymphatics than
bloodstream. A doctor'can feel most of^the glands in the arm-
pit and toll if they are en1k6ed, he cannot assess the ones,
behind the breastbone without opening the chest.

3 When a lump is suspected of being cancerous, doctors usually
devise a biopsy.. Usually'it it'donein a hospital with the
doctor sending the lump to a pathologist for'testing, while
the patient is stilt anesthetized. Sometimes doctbrs will
remove a part of the lump by aspiration, using a-hollowjleedle.
The procedure ,can be done in the office under local:anesthesia.
But since only a sliver of tissue is removed, At is posbible
that while the cells removed are,not cancerous, cancer cell may.'
lur elsewhere in the lump. Few surgeons are willing to rely
on needle biopsies.

4.° Fifteen years ago a study was made in Massachusetts on the
visibility of various colors in the field. iIt was a cooperative
effort of the Massachusetts Game and Fish Department ano:IN:the
U.S. Army "Hunters° wearing different colored clothing, were
'stationed along a route which observers,walked, conditions
covered a variety of vegetational cover and lighting conditions.
Blase orange was seen by 98 per pent of the observers. Neon
red was second with 89 followed closely by fire orange with 88,
Other Color pelcentages were.arc yellow with 80, red with 78
and white with 70.

There are some collectot's items of homes in Tucson7-ffibst of them
built in the 1930s, and some of the finest examples axe tb be
found in the Catalina Foothills. They are called Joesler houses
and havea peculiarity of charm which is hard to analyze, but is

cherished by those lucky enough to_own tAem.
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LEVEL II

GoalII .

t . .e......... .4........2., .c....,. ....-4. -.-z---...u"s. 41.J4.4.....
Lesson 3: Underline the sentence that/Contains the main idea of the

paragraph. ,

Goal III
Lesson 3: Number e ach part of a sentence that contains-'a supporting

detail of the main idea. '

1.t Most people would agree these days that organizations run on
individual achievement. With few exception000) it seems, we con-
sider teamwork and pride in one's group to be either old-fashioned
notions or sources of restraint on individual effort. Even in
athletioa, the traditional bastion of esprit de corps, individual
aspiration appears to be gaining at the upper hand as superstars
leave their championship teams for monetarily greener pastures.
Selfless commitmemt tca group goal, we assume, is an outmoded
value, obsolete irrbusiness firms where the only thing members
have in common is their employer.

2. The basic cause of the bees' demise, according to Apimondia, the
Bucharest-based world bee-culture organization, is technological
progress. Growing,urbanization, for example, is paving over many,
of the fields the insects use for nectar and pollen. Most import-
ant; many of the. bees are succumbing, directly or indirectly, to
the impact. of pesticides. In West GerMany, wheat farmers' herbi-
cides are killing off the cornflowers on which bee colOnies forage,
in the U.S. pesticides aimed at gypsy moths and other scourges are
also wreaking havo c on the beneficial bees, and two. years ago,
cotton farmers' insecticides wiped one. - :third of the cultivated"bees

44 in Guatemala and Nicaragua.

3. If there is a rare sense of excitement in the still-myoung Broadway
. season, one good reason is the brilliant acting"of Anthony Hopkins
` in Peter Shaffer's "Equua," which is the rarest of rarities, a

serious play that's a tmash hit. .As a psychiatrist probirig the
psyche of a teenage boy who has committed-a shocking crime--blinding
six horses with a petal spike--Hopkins gives one of those all -quit
British performances, sweeping the histrionic scale from pianisimo
to superfo issimo, that hhve given-many American actors an infer-
iority cbmpl and many Britigh actors a superiority complex.

0 4. Affluence, as we s population, easts into the world's food.supply.
As standards of lIv ng in the developed nations rise, their citizens
not only, waste food, and feed willions of tons of it to pets, but
they increasingly e t their food'in forms that enormously burden the
earth's agriculture. Peosle in...;developing countries eat roughly 400
lbs. of grain per capita annually (barely more than the pound daily
they need,for survival), mostly in the form of bread or-gruel; but
an American consumes five times that amount, mostly in the formof'
grain-fed beef, pork and chicken. The industrial world's way of

4
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eating is an extremely inefficient use of resources. For

every pound of beef consumed, a-steer has gobbled up 20 lbs.'

of grain. Harvard Nutritionist Jean Mayer notes that the
same amount of food that is feeding 210 million Americans

would feed 1.5 billion Chinese on an avera-gt\diet.

5. Children who survive starvation remain scarred for life. No
amount of vitamin D will straightep legs bowed by rickets;
proper portions of essential proteins.'cannot undo the damage
done to a growing child's brain by their abs6nce. Brain cells
require protein, and they need it from the very moment that
life begins. At .east 80% of all human brain growth occurs,
between conception and the agb of two. This growth cannot
take place in the fetus if the mother is malnourished, and it
cannot,be accomplished in the infant if he is starving. Nor
will A happen later. In many cases, brain developMent that
does not occur when it is supposed to does not take place at
all.' Thus hungar is condemning countless thousands of infants- -
from Harlem to the Sahel--to the twilig-hCaiOrieCif
tardation, and leaving them no hope of deliverance.
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LEVEL I

Goal 1
Lesson 3: Underline the sentence(s) that contain(s) the main idea

of the paragraph.

Goal III .

Lesson 3: Number each part of the sentence that contains a support-
ing detail of tJ main idea.

'1. Australia has more plains than it has higher and rougher lands.
One continuous plain crosses AUstralia from the shores of the
Great Australian Bight in the south of the Gulf of Carpentaria
in the north, and other plains occur along the eastern and.west--
ern coasts (Fig. 7-11). However, this condition is not as
favorable as it sounds, for most of the plains, square. mile
after square mile, are either arid or semiarid. Australia has
plenty of low and nearly level land, but far too much of it is
dry country. .

2. In the physical and natural sciences, except astronomy, geology,
and meteorology, the laboratory technique has become the primary
method of study. In the physical sciences particularly, the
laboratory provides ideally controlled conditions for manipula-
ting matter to learn its properties and behavior. In the natural
sciences they physical properties of creatures, particularly of
dead ones, can be as-rigorously controlled, although to learn
about behavior, more flexible conditions must be dealt withA or
as the scientist say it, variables are more difficult to control.

3 The surface d1 the earth's crust presents an amazing variety of
forms. It has been wrinkled, warped, broken, and worn into many
shapes. Such shapes are landforms, whether they be small or
large, simple or complex. Their enormous variety is barely sug-
gested by such examples as volcanoes, ,canyons, fiords, sand dunes,
plains, tablelands, and mountain ranges. Despite the great pro-
portion of the earth's surface that is covered by water, it is
landforms of the continents and islands that constitute the found-

. ation of man's habitat. No other physical element is, literally,
more basic.

4'. One common feature of a large group of climatic types is the
presence of a definite, though mild, winter season. Temperatures
during one part of the year drop below those in the Tropical
Moist climates previously, discribed. The lower temperatures
induce a period of rest from growth activity in the plant life.
Not only does this bring about a change in the individual plant
species from those characteristic of the moist tropics but it
also introduces a definite seasonal rhythm in the cycle of plant
life which becomes more pronounced with increased severity of
the winter season.



I

I

I

I

5. The two main types of marriage systems are monogamy (pair
marriage) and polygamy (plural marriage). Polygamy has been

the most common throughout history. It takes two forms:
polyandry, in which a wife has two or more husbands; and
polygyny, -in which a man has two of more wives. This second
form of plural marriage has been much more common, historically,
than the first, and still is, although polyandry still exists
in parts of India, on the high plateau of Tibet, and in other
scattered localities.
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LEVEL IV

Goal II'
Lesson 3: Underline-the sentence(s) that contain(s) the main idea

of the paragraph

Lesson 3: Number each part of a sentence that contains a suppOrt-
ing detail of the main idea.

1. The holding agency shall transfer directly to the Red Cross, upbn
receipt of request and shipping instructions proVided for in &101-
44.403, all items of such surplus property so requested, One copy
of such.request and shipping instructions shall be enclosed with
the shipment or attached to shipping documents. The shipments
shall be made f.o.b. installation, transportation charges collect.

2. Property eligible for donation to the'Red Cross which, because of
deterioration for other reasons, the Red Cross declines, in writ-
ing, to request as a donation or as to which no action is taken'
by the Red Cross within the 20-day petiod prescribed in &101-44.
403, shall be disposed of as other surplus. When such Red Cross
property is offered for disposal, the disposal document shall pro-
vide for a certification to the effect that,a11 Red Cross labels
or other Red Cross identifications will be obliterated or removed
from such property before used by the recipient or transfer by
him to other users.

3. Executive agencies without transportatlon officers, or those in
need of assistance on transbortation matters, shall obtain assis-
tance from transportation officers, Transportation and Communica-
tions Services, located in the 10 GSA regional offices, except
that agencies located in the metropolitan area of Washington, D.C.
shall obtain such assistance from the'General Services Administra-
tion, Transportation and Communications Services, Washington/, D.C.
20405.

4. When loss or damage which was not apparent at the time of. delivery
from the carrier is subsequently discovered on opening the packages,
the carrier shall be promptly notified and asked to make an inspec-
tion of the property involved. Notificatiop and request for in-
spection shall be made by telephone and confirmed in writing, and a
copy shall bakrdturned for claim purposes. Wrappings and packing
materials and any unopened packages shall be retained for the cat-
rier's inspection. A copy of the carrier's inspection report shall
be requeipted for use in determining liability or preparing a claim;
or in case the carrier waives the opportunity to perform an inspec-
tion, a copy of the waiver shall be requested.

5. As deemed necessary and after 'adequate advanee-notice to the agencies
affected, or upon request of agencies, GSA (will make on-site surveys
of trnsportation activities and will make recommendations, when
necessary, for changes in agencies' policies,, standards, practices,
and procedures to improve transportation conceptt and-operations at
all levels.
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LEVEL I

Ta

Goal II
Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the sentence that best

states the main.idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the one statement that is

not found as a supporting detail in the pgragraph.

1. The FHA's down payment schedule has been drastically revised. To
illustrate, under the old law the down'payment schedule was 3 par
cent of the first $15,000 of appraised value, 10 per cent from
$15,000 to $25,000 and 20 per cent from'25,000 Up. Under the new
law the schedule is 3 per cent of the first $25,000 of appraised
value, 10 per cent from $25,000 to $35,000 and 20 per cent from
$35,000, up.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Three per cent of the first $25,000 of.appraised value is
the dowh payment under the new law.

2. The downliayment schedule of the FHA has been radically
changed.

The old FHA down payment schedule was more difficult for
people to meet.

4. The old schedule required a down payment of 10% from
$15,000 to $25,000.

III. The one statement that is not a aupporting detail of this
paragrap ie: A

1. The n w FHA down payment schedule is basically the same
as the old one.

2. There s a new HA law.

3. The ne
of the

laW requires a % down payment on the first $25,000
ppraised value.

4. The old law requires 3% of the first $15,000 of appraised
value.

2. Company stores have beenbUilt at different times, when the need
-arose, and"haveno.Common architecture. The original store at, .

Tyrone mine in New Mexico had a marble staircase. The old Morenci
store, still standing, is several stories high, square, and built
of'stone which was, put together with steel pegs by Italian stone
masons. The ..old building, has never developed a crack, and all
flooring in it is'maple, as it is in the Douglas store.

-77-
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The main idea of this paragraph-is:

1. The stores at Tyrone and Morenci were built differently..

2. The flooring in the Morenci and Douglas stores is made
of maple.

3. There is no common architecture of companY stores.

4. All company stores had marble 4tairCases.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this pata
graph is:

1. Italian stonemasons Helped build the old Morenci store.

2. There was a marble staircase in the original store at
Tyrone mine.

3.' The flooring at the'Morenci and the bouglas_store is all
maple.

4. All company stores have the same architecture.

3. The old argument about psychoanalysis and artists still rages:
Would the atkist lose his creative juices with Mbha-rig-up-S-7--
For Dory .Previn, the argument would seem to be not merely
academic. Her songs have been about het personal metal agonies
from the beginning, and the subjects are the same onher latest
album, "Dory Previn".

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

Dory Previn si.ngs;about her perSonal troubles.

2. All singers sing about their personal troubles.

3. On he latest Dory Previn cOfttinues to sing about her
personal problems.

4. It is artts would be as great as they are if
they weren't troubled.

-
The statement that is"not a supporting detail of the paragrph is:

1;. The title of Dory Previn's new album is "Dory Previn".

2. Mi. Prein's new album deals with the same theme that many I
of her past songs have dealt with.

3. The theme of Dory Previn'S new album is "love.

4. .Dory Previn's songs have been about her
2

personal and mental
agonies.
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4% The American automotive industry, once the bellwether of the
nation's mighty induetrial machine, has been enmeshed in. 'a pro-
gressively worsening recession for the past two months without
exerting any major ,impact on the rest of the' domestic economy.
Now, holever, a significant change may be evolking--and it could
spell trouble for the wriad businesses and individUals lidked
directly or indirectly the fortunes of the car manufacturers.

II. The main idea of the paragraph

1. Theeftperican car industry has been experiencing a reces-
sion for the past twelve months.

2. The car industry has not affected other industries.

- ,

3. The recession bing felt by the car industry will soon
affect many other businesses and people.

4.. In the past when the automobile industry prospered many
of Americas industries prospered.

III. The statement thatis not a suppirting detail Of this para-
graph is:, 0

1. Soon, the slump in the automobile industry will effect
other industries.

2. The-auto induset-ty,is beginning to see gains i4 its pro-
ducayity.

3. The auto industry has been in difficulty for the pagt
two months.

4. The auto indUstry's slump has"not as yet affected other"
industries.
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LEVEL II

Goal II
Lesson 4: From the four choices choese the sentence that best

states the main idea of the paragraph.

.Goal III
Lesson 4: From the four choices; choose the. one stateMent'that.ii

not a supporting detail in thojmragraph.*

1. Images of the Shah are omnipresent in Iran. Framed portraits of
him hang in the airports, in bankse in movie houses, and irCeyery
small shqp. Huge oil paintings.adoin the lobbies of. hotels. The
Shah's 'statue stands alone in parks and at the entrancesto-small
towns. His face is on the stamps andjn eVery cffice.-. Foreigners
learn not to ask about these pictures because questions prodlice
only shrugs and smiles. ,Iran4ns mention the Shah's name only to
pay tribute.

II. The main 'idea of this paragraph is:

. In Iran, it is only proper to mention the Shah's name to
honor him.

2. Pieta of the Shah of,Irarrcan be found in hotels and
banks.

3. The image of the Shah of Iran tau be founcPa4 over Iran.

4. pictures of the Shah's family abound in Iran.'

III: The- statementthat is not a supporting detail of this para-
graph is:

1. Movie houses and shops have pictures of-the Shah.
. I

*

4 1
2. Statues'ol the Shah can be: found in parks.

3. Paintings of the Shah'are not found in airports.

4. The-Shah's name is mentioned only in tributel.by Iranians.

-

2. The olympic mantel fell again last week--at long lastupon the
peaceful Adirondack Mountain village of Lake Placid, The' Interna-
tional Olympic Committee, assembled in'Xrienna in its traditional
setting of spiendor'and quasi-royal in4ifference, selected the
unpretentious upstate New York town /to stage the XIII Winter Games
in 1980.' The choice was riot unexpected. Indeed, it could scarcely
have been avoided, for by tile time the IOC convened, take Placid
ad come to be the onlyplace in the w?rld that wanted the job.

,
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IT. The main idea of.this paragraphlis:

1. Lake Placid has been elected as the site for the 1980
Winter Olympics.

Lake Placid was the only place that wanted to host the
1980 Olympicp.

3. The Olympic Committeb'imeting.in Vienna is responsible
for choosing the sites of future Olympicsy,-;

4.. Vienna and France turned down a chance-to host the OlyMpica:

I-.

II,I. The statement thr at is not a supporting detail of tl)is Pare-
graph is:

A
1. Vienna was. disappointed whe n not chosen as an Olympic site.

2. Lake Placid is in New York'State.

3. The International b \ic Committee assembled in 'Vienna.

4. The only place to want the 1980 Winter Olympids was Lake,,'
Placid.

P*

k
3. Alexander the Great may have been the world's first aquanaut. '

Legend has it thaehe price descended briefly to a depth of fifty
feet, wearing d specially blown glass jar over his head, with a
breathing tube running to the surface.. he was compelled, we are
told, by an obsessive desire- to.see for himself what lay beneath
the blue Aegean.

II.. The mai'n idea of/this'paragraph is:

(
4 .

1. Alexander the Great, was able to satisfy his desite to
see what lay under tlye Aegean.

OP

2. The first, aquanaut was probably Alexander the Great.'

.3. Alexander the Great descended under theowater with the
use of a blown glass j-51..
.

4. ) Present dal) aquanauts lean ed a great deal f,6m Alexander
the Great: .3

o

III. The statement that is not a pupliorting detail of thispata-
graph is:

1. Alexander the Great descended fifty feet under

2. The first aquanaut was'Alexander the GreAt.

3. AlexandePithe Great vore

water.

wn glass jar on his head.

4. Alexander the Great exp.lore& under,, the water In o4der to
0,search for treasure.
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-°4.- Hypnosi3 works. Laboratory research to. date allows-uato say
that with-confideno6, even as the'clin1cal applications of
hypnosis prolifdrate. From the pain-filled roans of cancer
patien s to antismoking clinics, ftom dental surgeries to slater-
nity w rda, hypnosis is gaining ever. wider acceptance as a Weapon
again pain. While there are many unanswered quest,ione about
how h nOsis works and whom it will Work foii.enou4h evidence is-

. in to upport it fully at a therapeutic tool.

. II. Th'main idea of this paragraph is:

LL-,Hypnosis has been successfully used to cure smokers'of
the habit.

-...

.
,

1

2 , We still don't know how hypnodts works. 0

.3, Hypnosis cannot be used on everyone.
I

.IL Research hat proven thathypnosis works in many different
.

i situations.

III. The statement that 'is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

I.', Through hypnosis, disease are cured:

2. Hypnosis is 'a weapon against pain.

3. Hypnosis has been uses to help cancer patients endure
pain.

4. There is evidence available to support hypnosis as a' .

therapeutic tool.

5. During the 19th-century, two great illnesses were romanticized:
comsumption, now called tuberculosis, and madness, now called
schizoph*nia. 'Romanticizing tuberculosis has faded from fashion
6d the disease is now recognized the sickness it ia, but
schizophrenia is undergoing a fresb,bout'of romantic delirium.
WQ'pall this fantasy about mental illness the psychedelic, or

a romantic; model of madness. 45

0

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:
.

* 1. Tiiberc4osie is-no longer romanticize*

. 4.
2. Although tuberCulosis and schizophrenia had been'roman-,

ticized,during the 19th century only schizophrenia is
still being 'romanticized.

3. -chizophrenTa'is still being romanticized,

4. All diseases, at one time, have been romanticized.

4
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III. The statement ghat is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

40,

1. rfibefoulosis is no longer being romanticized.

2. Tuberculosis is still being romanticized in this day
and age.

3. Schizophrenia was romanticize0 during the 19th century.

S

'as-A., A fantasy about mental illness is called romantic model
ormadness.

0
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LEVEL III

1

Goal II
Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the aentende that best .

states the main idea of the paragraph.

Goal. III - 4 .

Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the one sta ant that is,
not found as a supporting detail in the pars aph, ,

1. Erosion is primarily a process, of "pick up and carry" of weathered
materials. As earth materials are-carried they may be_usedifurther
as grinding and scouring tools to wear away and break up other,
rocks; this is corrasion or abrasion. Fot example, corrasion oc-
curs when boulders and finer materials are rolledr bounced, and
dragged against the bed of a'stream and against one another. The b.
agents of erosion are moving water, moving air, and moving ice. r=
Accent is placed on motion, for without it the agents have not
power to do work; stagnant water can cut no valleyso still' air can
carry no dust nor shift any:sand, and stationary ice can move no
regolith nor cut and scour bedrOck surfaces.

II. The main'id6a of this paragraph is:

1. Erosion is caused by movement of water, air, and ice.

2.' Corrasion is the same as*abrasion.

,

3. Earth materials are used as grinding and scouring tools.

4. Without movement, air cannot carry bust or shift sand.

III. The statement that is not a support1.ing detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Corrasion occurs in the bed of acAtream.

2. Without movement, iasiecannot scour bedrock surfaces.

Erosion occurs all orthe time.

4, Abrasion is another word for corrasion.

,

p

2. Aluminum is more abundant than iron in the rocks of the
cruet. Yet as recently an a century ago, metallic alumin was,

'rare and costly. E'en at the beginning of the present century,
it Was so scarce that the selling p40.ce was $2 per pound. Toda3(

it is a common and inexpensive metal with many usti.s. The change
occurred because modern techniques allowed rapid and ready tran-
sformation of aluminum ore to alumina (aluminum oxide) and the
transfOrmation of alumina ,into metalliC aluminum. WAn the in-,
dustrial world discovered the many useful properties, of metallic
aluminum, the demand for more and more aluminum at lower prices
rapidly increased.

8 6
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II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. .Aluminum used to be very expensivd.

2. AluMinum is mpre abundant"than iron.in the earth's crust.
0

.3. .0110 tO.new methods, of making metallic aluminum, Itteprice
.ofialUminuM is low today. -

4..4Xhere.is a great demand for aluminum air a low price.

,

III. The statement that is rL4. a supporting detail of this
paragraph A:

0 .,

1. At the beginning of this century aluminum was selling at
$2 per pound. .4

lir42. Aluminum is-0 common and inexpensiiie'metal today+.

3. Aluminum ore. is changed into alumina, which is then
changed into metallic alumitx.p.,

;44,99.

T4. Aluminum is abundantly found all over the world.

'1

3:4 A mature valley represents the second major stage in valley shape.
The original VLshape has been modified by laterial erosion so the.
valley has an asymmetrical profile. Lateral erosion occturson.the
outside of'each-cukve of the stream where it produces a definite
undercut bluff: On the inside of each'Curve, part of the'load o

Jr/
the stream is deposited to form an arc-shaped valley flat; this

:..,marks the very beginning of a river plain: As a result of cutting
on the outside of each bend and deposition on. the inside, the ,

stream widens iti'vailey bottom and it curves, or meanders,'more
_75- more 4S time goes on. '''

...
II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

_

.

1. The valley flat marks the beginning of a river plain.

2. Valleys are formed grodually.
)

. 3.. Lateral erosion causes an undercut bluff.

4., The sedond ostaclin valley shape is a mature valley.

III. The statement that is. not a supporting detail this
4 paragzdph is:

,"
'. Lateral erosion modifies the original vL shape. `".4

Valleys are caused by erosion:

3." Lateral_ erosion produEes anlundercut bluff:

4. The valley flat marks the.beginning of t river plaint.

1,4
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4. One of the dangers of isolating facts is that we fail completely
to see their significance. Suppose, for example, that you are
studying the cellular structure of your own skin. You find that
each cell is held together by a delicate membrane, but that there
is not wall such as you have seen in the root tissues of an onion.
This discovery that cells of human dermis have no walls is not
much help in understanding your design.. And you do not learn much
more if you simply compare your cells with the walled-in design of
onion cells. But suppose you explore,more wide* and find that
plant cells nearly always have walls, while animal cells do not.

. You begin to suspect there is some significance in this difference.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

k; Cells of human dermis have no walls.

2. Plant cells always have walls, while animal cells don't.

3. Each cell of human skin is held together by a delicate
membrane.

4. When isolated, facts are meaningless.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1, Plant cells nearly always have walls.

2. Isolated facts do not provide, one with underztandin§.

3. The cells of the root tissue of an onion have walls.

4. A'cell is held together by a delicate membrane.
1

5. The late Charles H., Cooley, first-generation sociologist who
spent his professional life at the University of. Michigan, de-
veloped a profound understanding of human nature, its origin and
shaping, by observing his own children as they grew from infancy.
Conclusions he reached about the social self, its origin, and its
identity with the primary group are valid stilt. He observed
well and reported his tested knowledge with great accuracy. '

II. Tile main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Charles H. Cooley worked most of his life at the University
of Michigan.

-2. Dr. Cooley was very observant and worked with great accuracy.

3. Most famous sociologist learned much from studying their
own children.

4. The sociologist, Charles H. Cooley, developed most of his
theo'ries about human nature by observing his own. children..

4
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III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Charles H. Cooley was the only sociologist.to develop'
theories about the primary group.

2. Dr. Cooley was accurate and obsevanttu

3. Dr. Cooley's conclusions about the sOcial life are
still valid.

4. Dr. Cooley spent his prdiessional lite at the University
of Michigan.

Ji



--WEL IV

Goal II
'Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the sentence that best

,states the main idea-of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 4: From the four choices, choose the one statement that is

not foUnd as a supporting detail of the paragraph.

1. After the opening of bids, sales contracting officers shall
examine ally bids for mistakes. Where the sales contracting
officer has reason to believe that a mistake may have been
made, he shall request from the bidder a verification of the
,bid, calling attention to the suspected mistake. If the bid-
der alleciii7N-m±ztake, the matter shall be processed in ac-
cordance with the Subpart 101-45.8. Such actions shall be
taken prior to award.

II. The main idea of this paragrsph is:

1. There is a procedure for dealing with bids that contain
misbakes.

2. A verification shall be requestedtfrom the bidder..

3: The mistake will be processed according to Subpart
101-45.8.

4. Prior to the award action will be taken.

III. The statement that is not a shppor ng detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Al bids are examined for errors.

2. The ales contracting officer examines the bids.

3. The bidder is asked for a verification of the bid.

4. Bids that contain mistakes are discarded.

,

Arrangements for ocean transportation services, should be made in.
accordance with the providions of section 901(b)' of the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, as amended (46 U.S.C. 1241(b)); on the use of
U.S. flag commercial vessels. Yke also &5-19.108 concerning
implementihg policies and procedure% followed by Generhl Services
Administration.)

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. The Merchant Marine Act has information about the use
of U.S. flag commercial. vessels.

90



2. In order to make arrangement for ocean. transportation
one should refer to the Merchant Marine gct, 1936.

3. More information can be found in section 5-19.108.\

4. The General Services Administration has may policies
and procedures.

III-,' Thelttatement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Section 901(brOf the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 is con-.
cerned with U.S. flag commercial vessels.

2. The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 was amended by 46 U.S.C..
1241(b).

0
3. More information can be found in Section 5-19.108.

4. Provisions of section 910(b) relate to air transportation. .

)

3. Any clerical mistake apparent on the face of a bid may be_corrected
by the sales contracting officer prior to award if the sales con-
tracting officer has first obtained from the bidder verification of
the bid actually intended. An example of such an apparent mistake
i an error in placing the decimal point (e.g., a bi.dder bids $10 ,
each on 10 units, but shows an extended price of $1,000 or a bidder
bids $0.50 per.lb. for 1,000 lbs. but shows an extended price of
$50).' Any correction made pursuant to this &1_01-45.802 shall be
reflected in thenaward document, if an,award is made on the cor-
rected"bid:

ri. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Many bids have errors; especially decimal point placement
errors.

_2. A,sales contracting officer. may correct''an incorrect bic

3. There are procedures for correcting a bid that is_incor-
rect due to clerical errors.

4. The officer must obtain a verification of the correct bid
froill the bidder.

III. The statement'that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is: .1

1. Bids of $1,000 or more must be verified by.the bidder.

2. Clerical errors are found .on bids.

3. A sales contrar ing officer may correct a bid by-getting
a verification bf the intended,bid from the, bidder.

4. An eXample of a clerical drier is a misplace decimal point.
4
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4. 'Holding agencies shall cooperate with the Red Cross by informing
the National Headquarters, 17th and D Streets, NW, Washington, _

D.C. 20006, Attention: General Supply Office, of any surplik
property in their custkdy which meets the criteria in &101-44.400.
By memorandum, letter, or other means of communication, the hold-

- ing agencies.shall provide information, regarding suggested ship-
ping facilities, quantity, description, condition, and location
of such property in their inventories.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III.

1. The National Headquarters of the Red Cross is in Washington.

2. The Red Cross shall be notified by a memorandum or letter.

3. All surplus material is given to the Red Cross.
i)

4. ffolding agencies shall cooperate with the Red Cross by
notifying them of surplus property. 4

The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Holding agencies must get special authorization to donate
material to the Red Cross.

2. The Red Cross Headquarters is located in Washington, D.C.

3. Holding agencies will furnish the Red Cross with informa-
'tion concerning quantity, description, and condition of
property

4. The Red Cross shall be notified by memorandum, letter, etc.

5. The number of copies prepared, and-the distribution, of Standard
Form 361-shall be in accordance with the requirements of the
agency or agencies involved. In cases where the receiving agency
is not responsible for establishing the liability for discrepancies
in shipments, or or recovering the value of losses sustained

discrepancies,through these d'screpancies, the distribution of this form shall
include the requirements of the agency which is responsible for
performing such functions.

I

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Some agencies don't require the distribution of Form 361.

2. There are procedures
Standard Form 361.

3. There are procedures
shipments.

established for distribution of

4

established for discrepancies in

4. Some agencies arenot responsible for
shipninc. 92

discrepancies. in



II/. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Each agency has requirements concerning the distribution
of Form 361.

O

2. Form 361 deals with shipping discrepancies.

1. In' some cases, the distribution of Form 361 shall include
the requirements of the agency.

, .

. The number of copies of Form 361 to be distributed shall-
be determined by'each agency.

'



LEVEL I

Goal II N-
Lesson 5: From the four choices, choose the sentence that best

states themain idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 5: From the four choices, choote the one 'statement that, is

not found as a supporting detail of the paragraph.

Adding to the confusicin around breast cancer is the fact that a
woman's survival hinges upon whether" or not the Cancer has spread
from the breast to the lymph nodes and froM there to other parts
of the 'body. The disease is expected to kill 32,590 women this
year, according to federal health statistics. Women whose cancer
it detected and treated before the disease has spread to lymph
nodes have a five-year survival rate about 85 pek.cent and a 107.
year survival rate of 65 per cent. Women whode cancer has spread
to lymph nodes stand a 50 per cent chance of surviving for another
five years, Their 10-year survival rate is 25 per cent.

a

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. 32,500 women will die of breast cancer this year.

2. Survival from breast cancer depends on whether or not
the cancer has spread to the lymph nodes.

3. All women are subject to contacting breast cancer.

4. Canber is caused by lymph nodes.

\ III. The statement that is not a suppo'rting detail of this
paragraph is:

-1. According to federal statistics, 32,5000 women will ie
of breast cancer thin year.

2. 85% of,women whose breast cancer is treated befo e it
spreads to the lymph glands survive at least fi years.

3. All women who have. breast cancer die within ten years.

4. Cancer of the breast travels to the lymph nodes and then
to the other parts of the body.

4 4.

2. Some 7.5 million people are potential hearing aid usersyet-a
federal repbrt contends there are acceptable performance standards
for the devices., only weak state laws regulating who may sell them,
and no guarantees that the hard-Of-hearing buyer has had proper ,

°medical attention.
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II. The Main idea of this, paragraph is:

1. :There are no gobd state laws governing standards for
hearing ails.

2. '7.5 million.peop4 use hearing aids.

3. Many hard of hearing people do not get proper Medical
,attention. .

e

-'4. The laws that govern who sells hearing aids are poor.
.

4

The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph isi

\c

1. Hard of hearing people are 7.5%.of"the population.

2. There are not acceptable standards f9r hearing aids.

3. There are weak state 1 that regulate who may sell
hearing aids.

4. There are 7.5 million people whp are potential wearers

'(
of an .hearing' aid.

3. Northern California has become the center of the nation's home
birth movement with laymidvliveS in attendance. Sixteen other
states permit midwifery under colonial or early 19th century
laws never removed from t1;edpookS". But in most of thee stattS
--l'amorigthem New York, Oklahoma, Texas and Washington- -few lay
midwives are found. Seventeen states prosecute both lay and

I

nurse midwives.

II. The main idea of thig paragraph is:

Lay;and nurse midwives are prosecuted in seventeen states.

2:,There are no.lay midwives in New York, Oklahoma, Texas,
and .Washington, even thOugh they are legal.

.3. Laws concerning' midwives were passed in the early 19th
:century. .

4. The are with the most'midwives and home births is Northern
California.

)

iI- I. The Statement that s not a supporting detail of this

J` paragraph is:

1. Sixteen states permit midwifery.

2. Seventeen states prosecute both lay and nurbe midwives.

3. There are few midwives in New York, Texas, Oklahoma, and
'Washington.

4. Midwifery was prohibited in all states during theq9th century.,
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As a commonwealth, Puerto Rico has more autonomy than a-mainland
state but is still subject to most-U.S. federal legislation.
Puerto Ricans cannot vote for the U.S. president but they have
all other rights and obl±gations of U.S. citizens. They do not
pay income tax, but the island receives a large share,of federal
aid. Commonwealth status is favored by the Popular Democratic
Party,-which won the govenorship and majority of both housep of
the legislature in the 1972 elections.

0
II. The main idea

.

of this paragraph is:

1. The pedple-of Puerto Rico want Puerto Rico to remain a
Commonwealth.

2.0 Puerto Ricans'do not pay'U.S. income tax and do not vote
for president:

3. Puerto Rico has more autonomy than a state, but is subject
to U.S. federal legislation.

a

4. Puerto Rico is not a state of the United States.

The statement that is not a supporting detail.of this
paragraph is:

1. Puerto.Ricans cannot vote in the Presidential election.-

2. Puerto Ricans do not pay United9tates income tax.

3. The Commonwealth status is favored by the Popular
Democratit Par-Q.

4. The Popular DeMocratic Party lost the governorship in
the 1972 elections.

ti

5. The basic premise behind wearing the blaze orange is if a hunter
can readily see and recognize another hunter or person in the
field, then he will not shoot. 'Blaze orange has a very high bril-

W
liance and fluorescence and is not found anywhere in nature;
therefore a hunter seeing blaze orange in the field will recognize
it is manmade and will not fire at the target.

II. The'Main idea of this paragraph is:

61. Blaze orange as a color not found anywhere in nature.

2. If a hunter is wearing blaze orange, the chance of
accidental shooting is lessened.

3. Blaze orange has high brilliance and ,flourescence:

4. Many people have had accidents when not wearing blaze
orange, 1
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III. The statement that is not a supportiuu detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Blaze orange is not found in nature.

2. The reason for wearing blaze orange ID for protection
from other hunters.

Blaze orange attracts animalo,to it.

4. Blaze orange has high brilliance and flouresFence.

0 97
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LEVEL II

Goal II
Lesson 5: From the four Choices,'choose the sentence that best %.

states the main idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson.5: From the'four choices, choose the one statement that is

not found as a supporting detail of the paragraph.

1. If poverty is economic deficit, then boredom is psychic deficit.
Like poverty, its consequences must be cured by social chanages
not by medicirie. From .the.medical point of view, therefore,
both poverty and boredom are no-win problems. Patients come to
the doctor complaining bf myriad of physical symptoms, and most
resist treatment. Such patients,are a drag on themselves, their
families, their doctors.- "The big traffic in'prescription trari-
quilizers probably reflects the boredom of the doctor more than
the.needs'dflthspatient.

II. The main idea o
\
f this paragraph

1.. Poverty must be cured by social changes.

2. Many doctors try to cure bor4dom with thelt:/se of tran-
quilizers.

3. Doctors are bored.

4. Boredom must be cured by social changes, not by,medicine.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Boredom is psychic deficit:

2: Patients'come to doctors complaining of many problems.

3. Tanquilizers cure boredom.

4. Both povert\r and boredom are no-win problems.

2: reading the papers theSe.days-I notice that the leading social
c itics cont ue to mourn the absence: of the American hero. They
re er to him in the. way that naturalists refer to the buffalo or
the passenger pigeon, as if he were ,,an extinct species that.once'
made glorious the Great Plains. On otherwise chill afternoons,
When no prominent mdh has been indicted for bribery or pdlitical
conspiracy, editorial Writers embellish the theme with laments
for their lost youth. They remember a golden age (variously
placed in the 1930s, '40s, and '50s) and wonder what happened to
the heroes they collected on baseball cards when they were small
boys in the sandlots.



II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Many people feel that our .society has suffered a loss
of American heroes.

2. The buffalo and passenger pigeon are extinct.

3. Some people feel the 1930s, 1940s and the 1950s were
better times than now.

4. The men on the baseball cards were heroes.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. Editorial writers are concerned with the extinction of-
,

the buffalo and the passqgger pigeon.

2. SoMe people think of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s as the
golden age.

3. To some the men on baseball cards were heroeFi.
.

4. Naturalists are concerned about the extinction of the
buffalo and the pigeon.

3: Rivers give you this feeling. Go dcwn a fast one, with lbts of
rapids. You'll end up with an underAnding of your abilities
and a sharpened,sense of deoisivenesd. Each set of rapids is
preceded by a small, space of calm water, and a choice. Once you
decide on a path 'through the unseen rocks and white water, you're'
.instantly committed to that decision. You have to be big enough
to trust it because it will be irrefutable for an agonizingly
long time, until you come out on the other side.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Going down the rapids is an exciting experience.

2. By going down a river -one develops an understanding of
one's abilities to wsharpened sence of decisiveness.

.
. .

. . 0

3. Once one makes a decision, he/she is committed to it .

\4. There are many unseen. hazards in 'a- river.

I
ITS. The statement that is not a supporting dbtailof this

paragraph is: ,

1 -. Each pet of rapids has a small space of calm water in
4 .frOnt of it.

-2; Many persons
.sith lots.of

a

have been seriously hurt going Aown a river
rapids. .
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3. Once a decision about the path to take has been made,
the person is committed to it.

4. Rapids are characterized by unseen rocks and white
water.

4. The idea of adventure lends itself to as many interpretations
as there are people who have traveled,as far as the next town.
On safari in East Africa the professional hunter and the client
from St. Louis follow the same rhinoceros, but they form dif-
ferent impressions, of its evil intent. So also the differences
in perception between the mercenary soldier and the recruit,
between the ship captain and the passenger who never before has
seen-the sea.' disparities can be extended through the
infinite permutations of human experience, which to somebody'
always seem commonplace and to somebody else always seem
monstrous.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

.14

1. The ships' captain and a passenger have differentper-
ceptions of the sea.

2. There are many dangerous adventures one might embark on.

3. Everyone has their own perception of what adventure is.

4. The professional hunter is not afraid of the rhinoceros.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
,paragraph is:

1. 4% ship captain perceives the sea differently from the
passengers.

2. A professional hunter perceives a rhinoceros differently
from a tourist.

. -

. 3. The mercenary soldiektand the'recruit have different
perceptions.

4. The mercenary soldier and the recruit have the same
perceptions of danger.

-S. One 'day, as I was tooling my bicyclopp ighth Avenue in Manhatten
on my way home;.I spotted my friend ,Rene uberjonois, also tooling
up Eighth Avenue on his way home. At fir t I didn't realize it
was Rene, blitwhoever he was, he had on th se incredible-looking
wooden clogs--the kind you see in old Dutch paintingS--with f&r-
inch -thick soles carved out of a single piecd of wood. "That
bicyclist deserves to get killed," I thought, "for wearing that
ridiculous footgAr." When I realized it was Rene, I.pedaled to
catch up. I remarked on his.remarkable clogs but he didn't seem
to interested in discussing them. He really, wanted to talk about



1

where he was going to go on his vel "cation. So, with the taxis
honking, the buses belching exhaust in our faces, we tried to
avoid the potholes and carry on a conversation.

The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Rene was wearing clogs while bicycling.

2. Rene's friend was afraid that,Rene would get hurt.
,/

3. Eighth Avenue is a busy street in Manhattan.

4. The author and his friend tried to carry on a conversation
in the middle of a busy. street.

The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph ITS:

1. The author met his friend Rene while riding on Eighth
Avenue.

4
2. Rene was wearing wooden clogs with four inch soles made

of wood.

3. The author and Rene were bicycle ridirig together on
Eighth Avenue.

4, Eighth Avenue is a verybusy street.

101.
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LEvIF,L III

Goal II
Lesson 5; From the four choices, choose the sentence that best

states the main idea othe paragraph

Goal III
Lesson 5: From the four chOices,*choose the one statement that i

not found as a suppoTting detail of the paragraph.

+a.

1. In the late 19301e,the electron microscope, developed in Germany,
provided magnifications a hundred times greater than was possible
with the best optical 14ticroscopes. In the 1950's techniques were
perfected for making ultra-thin sections of cells for glectron
microscopy. With theee techniques,and with mire precise methods
for separating and analyzing membrane substances, we are beginning
to understand membrane structure. It is apparently somewhat like
a sandwich. Two very thin layers of protein moleculdt encloie a'
double layer of fatlike molecules called phospholipids. The en-
tire membrane is only 75 to 100 Angstroms in thickness:

II. The main idea of this parhgraph is:

1. We can now understand membrane structure.

2. The electron microscope was developed in Germany in the
late 1930's

1

3_ Phospholipids are fatlike molecules.

4. Due to new techniques,
--)

scientists can pow understand
membrane structure.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is;

1. In the 1950's techniques were deygloped for making ultra-
thin sections of cells.

2. Membrane structure is somewhat like a Sandwich.

3. Scientists in Germany are studying the structure of membranes.

4. A membrane is only 75 to 100 Angstkoms in thickness.

2. Second only to. the Lake Superior iron mines, albeit a poor second,
is the string of iron mines which lies immediately east of Birmingham,
Alabama, and extends southwest to nearby Bessemer and koodstock. Most
of the ore is mined by shaft methods,'although there are a few small
open-pit mines near Woodstock. Birmingkam ore varies considerably in
quality, but there is enough high-graddwore to mix with that of low
grade to bring the resultant mixture up to blast-furnace standards.
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II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. The ore, in Alabama is Mined by shaft' methods.

2. The iron mines of Alabama are second only to,those of
lake Superior.

3. The ore in Birmingham varies in quality..

4. There is much iron mined throughout the United States.
%

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of thiS
paragraph is:

1. Birmingham ort is a better-quality than that found in
the mines near Lake Superior.

. There is enough high-grade oxe available in Birmingham.

3. There are a few small open-pit mines near Woodstock.

4. Most of the Birmingham ore is mined by shaft methods.

3 Countless streams formerly clean and attractive have already,been
polluted by man. This reSults not merely from, increased loads of
sediment coming from man-induced erosion of the land, but also from

Ilk dumping sewage, trash, and industrial wastes into the nearest con-
venient streaM. The problem has become so serious and widespread
that laws to prevent pollution of streams have been adopted in many
regional. Such 1 s,are, however, too,few number, and they-are

honored more in he breach than in the practice. Until industrial
wastes and domes is sewage are properly treated, far too many of
our streams wil continue to resemble moving cesspools.

=A.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1. There are ,not enough laws against the pollution of streams.

2. Man as been responsible for, the pollution of many pure
streams.

3. Industry is guilty of polluting many streams.

. .

4. Streams are polluted by the dumping of trash.

The statement that is not supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

15. Most laws effettvelq stop the pollution of our streams.

2:\ Streams are polluted by sedivnt, the dumping of trash,
sewage, and industrial wastes.

A

4
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3. Proper treatient of sewage and industrial waste is needed.

4. The problem of the pollution of our streams has become
very serious.

4. Some years ago the BureaU of Biological SuFvey (now the Fish and
Wildlife Service) attempted to save a colony of prairie dogs.
These small rodents, which became,a sortof symbol of the West
during its early agricultural developthent, were rapidly disappear-
ing. It 'seemed appropriate to protect one of several colonies in
the Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma'. This area had been rather
heavily grazed. On the assumption that the prairie dog would dis-
appear completely if heavy grazingcontinued, the graZing was re-
duced. The native grasses were then able to reclaim the land.
But to the dismay of authorities, the.prairie dog town dwindled
and finally disappea?ed. d to make Matters even more ironic,
in nearby areas where son and cattle Were allowed to graze mote
.heavily, and where au orities ad tried to poison the prairie'
dogs, they prospered!

II. The main idea of this p Agraph is:

1.' In order to save prairie dogs, grazing was reduced.

2. The prairie dog olonie,s that were to'be saved were in
the Wichita Mo taint of Oklahoma.

3. The prairie do

4. Due to the ra
decided to t

town died.

id disappearance of the prairie dogs, it vas
to save one of the remaining colonies.

III. The statement t at is not a sApporting detail of this
paragraph is:

1. The Fish a
Bureau of

2. The prair

3. Prairie d
poison th

4. Prairie d

5. Isolation ffects
people aWa from
in the oce , in

its doort qtra
own citizen an
strangers, reels
tacts reach Clit
w1 ich stands'; or

d Wildlife Service.was originally called the
iological Survey.

dog is now completely extinct.

gs survived in an area where they tried to

gt are small rodents.

groups much as it affects individuals. Shut a
ontact with other peoples, put them on an island

isTlated mountains7alley, in a nation that bars
hers from the out ide and forbids travel to its
one will find a ba Ward people, suspicious of

,,.:

ant to the new, and. years behind peoples whose con
Fall the' world. In America, ''hillbilly" is a term
he person reared in such an isolated social group.

.
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II. The idea of this paragraph is:

1. Groups are affected by isolation as much as individuals are.

2. Isolated groUps of people are suspicious.

3. Persons reared isolated from the, outside world in this
country are called,"hillbillies".

4. Throughout this world there are many isolated groups of
people.

III. The statetnerkt that is not a,supporting detail of.thit'
paragrph

4

1. Groups of people who have been isolated'tend to be backward
when compared to other groups.

(fi

2. Allwricans who are isolated from outside influences are
fekerred to as "hillbillies".

3.. A group of people can be isolated by geography or by a
restrictive government.

4. There are also many positive effectq of the isolation of
groups.

c
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LEVEL IV

Goal

sson 5:- ,...yrom the four choices, choose'the sentence that best
states the main idea of the paragraph.

III e

Leeson 5: the fo\ir choices, choose the
.nit found as a suppOrting deta

tatemerit that IS
of the a:>a3;ra.graph.

1. Generally, the preferred method of transporting pr etty for the
Government is through use of 'the facilities of commercial carriers.
\However, Government vehiclesmay be used when they are available-
and.na being ,fully utilized and when the* use will result in
substantial economics. They. may be used:fOr such purposes as local
transfer of4property, pickup and delivery services which are nOt
performed by the commerical carriers'in connection with the line
haul transportation, transportation of property to meet emergencies,
and accomplishment of program objectives which annot be attained
through the use of commer carriers.

II.. The main idea of this paragraph is:

1, Government vehicles mapLoccassionally be used to transport
Government property.

2. Transporting Government property is generally done by com-
mercial carriers, However, there are times when Government
vehiCles are used.

3 Government vehicles nay be used for,local transfer, of
.property.

4. Transportation of,government property is the responsibility
of the Government.

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph is:

/1. Government.vehiCles may be used for transportation of
property,to meet emergenCies. r

2. The preferred'method of transporting government property
b

is by co ercial carrier

3: There e no set guidelines for the transportation of
gov rn ent property.

4. ,Go

of
ent vehicles maybe used for the local transfer

operty.
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2. The requirements of sectidn 101-457:313 haVeas,tir objecti*
. the prevention of improper influence in connecti n With the ob-

tainipg'of Government contraCts, the elimination of arrangem4tti
which encourage the payment qf inequitable and exorbitant feqS
bearing no reasonable relationship to the services actually ;ier-
formed, and preVention of the tediaction in" return to the Govern-
ment which inevitably results%therefrom, Improper influence '

means influence t direct or indirect, which induces or intends to
induce consideration or action by any.employee or officer of the
United States.With respect to any. Government contract 'on any
tasis other than the merits of the matter.

-II. The Atain.,idea of this paragraph is:
.)

.-- ,..

, 8 e.l. Improper influence results in exorbitant fees.
. .

2. The Government would buffer from any
frin the awardin9 of contracts. "'

Contracts muet be fairly' awarded).

4. The Section 101 5.313 sets forth procedures for preventing
improper influen in the:awarding:of co4tracts.

a -

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of. this

paragraph isr - 1.\

Anyone found guilty pf obtaining .a, Government contract
through imptoper influence will'be prosecuted.

2. The section deals with how to eliminate arrangements which
encourage-the payment of exorbitant fees. .

. c

Imp per influence induces a government employee to award
ontract on a basis other than merit.

roper. influenbe

4. Exorbitant fees bear no relationship to the service per-

3. Surplus drugs, biologicals,: and reagents, which are in Federal.
Supply -Classification Clais 05, and which are not requited to.bet,
destroyed as proVided in &10k45.505, may be donated foi,educational,
public health, and civil de ense purposes. If the report of Occess
:cixother communication f2em the holding activity listing the:drugs,

J;14,e1.60cals, and reagents dicates any items which are unfit for
human uee, GSA will not offer such items for donation. Narcotic
drUgs shall not he donated for any purpose.'

Theimain idea of this paragraph gi :

1. Th government will donate-narcotic drugs to research
agen es.

2. Surplus drugs, biologicals and7-reagents must be destroy
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3. Any-items unfit for human use will not be donated..
.

s
. . -.

. 4. Under certain conditions .06rtain drugs, etc, may be
donated to.a variety of agenO'ies..

1

III. The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
e *paragraph is:

1. Donations may 'be made to educational, public health and
civil defense agencies.

Bio16gicals unfit for humansuse miy be donated, under
certain circumstances.

. j 41.. A
3 . Certain drugs, biolOgicals, ents are clasofied' a

in the. Federal. Supply Classi ication Class 6505.
.

4. Narcotic drugs may.nOt be don ated for any reason.
.

(
'4. If'the onsite donation.*SCree ing is Conducted on a continuing

day -to -day basis, under pro edures previously as*eed to in'
writing between GSA, the h lding activity, D 410114 the State
agency concerned, the pre ence of authorized GSATand DHEW rep-
.resentatives is not required. Arrangaments.may provide for;pro-
cessing of'the essential donation aocuments subsequent to the
Onsite screening and reMbval of the property.

III The main idea of this paragOpia is:

1. OnSite'scteenidg Must be conducted.

2. Arrangements for onsite:donatior4 screening may be made
without GSA and DHEW representatives, under certain
conditions. st

. ......

.r.
b. .

3. Arrangements for onsite donation screening ,be
-,..

made.

,

4. ',Removal of property is prohibited.

III. The,statement that is not a supporting-detail of this
paragraph is:

. 4 )

1. On site donation screening is not permitted on .a day-to-day
o

basis. tb

2. The GSA holding activity, DHEW and State agency must
agree in writing prig to the onsite'screening.,

3. Processiing of,the necessary papeeS; may be done 'af er the
'onsite screening.

)k.

4. The GSA and DHEW rePresentativeS n4ed not be present.
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A late bid submitted by telegraph (where authorized) received

before award shall not be considered for award regardless of the

cause of the late receApt,.including delays caused by the tele-
graph company, encept for a telegraphic bid delayed soley because

r mishandling on the part of the Govetnment in its transmittal,

to the. office designated in thb invitation for bids for the rem'

ceipt of bids.

IX. Tho-main idea of thlo paragraph is:

1.. Late bids will not be accepted.

2. There is only one exception to the rule against accepting
late telegraphic bids.

3. There are rules concerning the handling oftlate telegraphi6

bids.

4. If the fault is the government', the late bid
accepted.

The statement that is not a supporting detail of this
paragraph, is:

1. FO. q. can be transmittell by telegraph, if so u orized.

J2 Invitations for bidsdesignate specific offices where the
bids should be sent.

3. Not late bids are ever accepted.

d. Provisions for Governikt Mishandling of bids are made.

a



'LEVEL I

C.

Goal II
Leos.= 6: Complete the incomplete sentences CO that it restates

the main idea of the paragraph.

Lesson 6: Complete the incomplete sentences so that the supporting
details of the paragraph are restated.

Midwifery has been illegal in California since 1949. Most midwiveS
can be contacted only through the underground grapevine of counter-
culture youths. Last month, however, Gov. Ronald Reagan signed a
bill which will permit registered nurses to be certified as nurse
midwives. Lay midwives will remain.Outlawed in California as in 16
other states which gexmit only nurses to be midwives, .

II. The main idea of, this paragraph is that nurse midwives

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

r. In California

. To contact a midwife in California

3. Govenor Reagan

4. In California;.lay midwives

5. In sixteen other states

. '

. # ,

z,

Has the auto industry lost its pre-eminent position in. the American
economy? ,Not,rally, though its imp&tance has diminished somewhat
in'relation to other sectors. But it is still big an

1
important,,

0employing 850,000 workers, and providing A livelihoo , in normal cir-
cumstances, for an estimated 13 million jobs in allied businesses,
according to its trade association.'

,

p II. Themain idea of this paragraph is that the auto industry
, .

.

III. The supporting] details of this paiagraph are:

.11,0
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9
1. The importance of the .auto industry

2. The auto industry employs

According to iha trade association

4. The position of the auto industry incur economy

The technical format of the painting involves the application of
acrylic paint from the back as wallas the front of the canvas.
This process allows the paint to bleed through the controlled
patterns and clots of color. With the use of rollers, brush and
spray gun the basic composition of the work is formulated through
the multiple layerihgs of paint. The saturation of color layers
is parallel -to sliding panels and attempts to Create' optical
situations of receding and protruding space and form.

II. The main idea.of this paragraph is that the paintings are
made by

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The process allows

2. Multiple layering of paint

3. Materials that are used are

4. The sALrationof color layers attempts to create

To tM extent that Mexico's consul in Tucson enjoys working--and he
loves it--October was enjoyable. He was a, key contact fist in making
diplomatic arrangements for the Ford-Echeverria presidential confer1-4
ences in Magdalena de Kino, Son., and in Tubac, then in helping with
Thursday's tripto Tucson by bOnora Gov. Carlos Armando Biebrich, the
Tucson Trade Bureau's 1974'Tucson-Mexico Goodwill Award winner.

1

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that Mexicces Consul in Tucson
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*I

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The Consul was the key contact'

2. October was busy *

3." The Ford-Echeverria meetings were,

4. The Governor of Sonora, Mexico

5. The Tucson Trade Bureau

The Palo Vdrde kigh School band took a break from its, entertainment
chores to watch a portion.of yesterday's dedication ceremonies for
the new federal Wilding at 301 W2 Congress. The $5.7 million
building, completed last May, provides more than 139,000 square feet
for federal offices. Speakers at the ceremony included Mayor Lewis
C. Murphy,*g6n. Barry Goldwater, R-Arizona, and Kenneth M. Uuberstein
of'the Gendral Services Administration. The eight-story building was
designed by CNWC Architects of 'Tucson and was built by Hunt Building
Corporation of El Paso.

II. The main idea is that a new fed41 building

III. The supporting details of this paragraph.are: '

1. .The location of the new

2. he building cost

3. Prespnt at the ceremony were

4. The building Was designed

,5. The Palo Verde High School band

111. g
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LEVEL II

4

Goal II '

iLesson 6; Complete the incomplete Sentences so t at.it restates
the main idea of the paragraph. .

Goal III
Lesson 6: Complet e the incomplete sentences so t t the supporting.

' details of the ,paragraph is' restated. /
I . .

Most of the world was first explored during the la t twenty-five .
years. At the end of the Second torld War, a few.curioWmeit begaq .
to wander the oceans in small ships, -profiling, ph tographipg, add.
sampling the,ocean-floors. The face of the earth as then almost .

. entirely unknown bdyond the edges oethe.contirient Y.beneath.the
'sea.7-where nearly three-quarters of the earth's str, ate iies,Ipthereih. -

. is a landscape that noone imagined. So recently unseen And unknown
(the first detailed sea-floor maps are only fifteen:yearS old), tads
landscape has become a familiar one to exploring marine geologists.

' and 'geophysicists. It is awesome'and astonishing. Geologists, had

.declared this part of the world to be of little interest, but here,
. in just thelast few years, have been found the forces that shape'

the continents, create mountain ranges, arid'CaUse ertptidns and
ear'thquakes--all matters that had baffled gboJogists 'for cvar a
hundred,years. To thOse who try to understand the earth( the present
period is comparable- -and it coMpared frequently by scientists--to the
years after the publication of Einstein's theory of;relativity or
Darwin's "The Origin of Species."

II. The main idea'is that until recently the oceans

0

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Most of the world.

2. At the end of World War II'

3. Beneath the sea

4. Geologists found

O . .

,..

Tonight is March, a very long-way from bird season. In the middle cif
a Michigan winter it is hard to belielie that there ever was an October,
with her violent colors, or mornings, when you pulled on your bbots and,
walkedinto some Renaissance painting; blood red-to a dusky, muted red,

11.3
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purnt sienna hills, umber grass and the waves from a bluff far
above Lake Michigan so green and tossed that isowas.not incon-
ceivable Botticelli's maiden would stepout of a shell. This is
only to say that you fave autumn, and winter up here looks like
nothing so much as a giant marshmellow factory: On long walks
when snowmobiles pass, you think that the only,virture of these
machines is that they smell like motorboats, and motorboats re-
mind you of the fishing you're going to do in the Florida Keys
in a eew weeks. There is a ski resort half'a dozen miles south;
but your boredom with that sport has reached such a point that
you avoid driving past the slopes where all those people are ac-
tually having fun with winter.

II. The main idea is that autumn

III. The dUpporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The author is writing in the month o£

2., A Michigan winter is

3. In Michigan, autumn's characteristics are

4. finowmobiles make the author think

Roredom is a grosSly underestimated malady. It caused mischief
and destruction; it is socially very expensive. F,rich Fromm
identifies it as the insidious cause of catastrophes ranging from
drug addiction to violence. Bertrand Russell said that "boredom
is a vital problem for the moralist since at leastfhalf the sins
of mankind are caused by fear of it." Yet boredom per se gets'
little or no attention from the, public health establishments.
For none thing, most victims do not identify it as the origin of
their difficulties. They tend to think of it asia.'trivial com-
plaint that afflectis only the decadent and jaded. This is non-
sense; in our society boredom is endemi6 and increasing.

II. The main idea is that boredom

The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. rich Fromm

114
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2'. Bertrand Russell

3. Public health establi ents don't

4. Most victims of boredom

The summer I was ten years old, I worked as a cowboy in the Texas
Panhandle. My job had no resemblance to anything.in a John Wayne
film. Most days my cousin Robert Baxter and I herded a couple of
dozen steers from the Baxter pasture, just outside the town of
Shamrock, to my Uncle Claude Caperton's pasture about six miles

d92

away, where the grass was a little better. Unlike TV c wboys, who
always seem to ride at a high lope, we just shambled moss the ,

prairie, for two reasons: the slower you move cattle, the less
weight they sweat off; and our hourses could seldom be kicked into
anything faster than a walk. Mine was an old white mare with a
rare talent: she could sleep while walking.

II. The main idea is that when the author

WI. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The author worked as
a

2. The author's cousin

3'. The author's uncle's pasture was

4. The author's horse

New cars will no longer be equipped with a device that prevents them
from being started until seat belts are fastened. Federal rules re-
quiring this feature--irksome to many drivers--were eliminated by the
Motor Vehicle and SchoolbusTSafety Act. Dealers and carownbrs will
now be permitted to dismantle mandatory seat-belt systems installed
in 1974 and 1975 cars.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that new cars
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III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Federal rules

2. Many drivers

3.. In 19741 and 1975, cars

o
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LEVEL III

Goal II
Lesson 6: Complete the incomplete sentence.so that it restates

the main idea of the paragra

Goal III
Lesson 6: Complete the incomplete sentences so that the supporting

details of the paragraph are restated.

Some 100, miles north-northwest of the city of Quebec in Canada is an
area kpown'as the Lake St. John Lowland. The center ofthis area is
a relatively large body of fresh water which covers more than 300

0
square miles. Entirely surrounding this lake is a nearly level plain
rising slowly to the steep edge of a more elevated country,'which is
gently rolling. Within the plain are deer:. soils'. On the encompassing
higher land,.soils are thin and stony or are interrupted by nearly bar-
ren hills and ridges of solid rock as well as numerous ponds and lakes.
Although all of the soils,of the pain are deep, they,vary markedly.
To the south and east of the lake, the plains soils are chiefly fine,
relatively cempact clays; to the north and west, they are mainly course
sands. Flowg from the higher land and tumbling by means of numerous
falls and rapids into the plain are many large and small streams. One
of the larger is the Peribonca river, which is about'one mile in width
at its mouth. Nearly all of the streams have cut deep channels into
the plain so that its surface is appreciably interrupted. In several
portions, most notably just north of the lake, are larde swamps.

II. The main idea, of this paragraph is that the Lake St. John Lowlan4

III. The supporting.;iietails of this paragraph-are:

1. The center the area

2. Surrounding the lake

3. The soils

4. ,Niany-large and small streams

5. The streams have Out

The natives of Africa have practiced small-scale agriculture for a

long time. Their technique is to chop down a small area of forest,
burn the debris, and plant crops in the ashes. -A plot thus cleared
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is farmed only about thred years. Then'it is abandoned, ana with-
.

in 30 or 40 years it has been completely'reclaitheetby the forest.
To men who are acquainted with the inyensive agriculture,,of other
parts 'of the world, this appears to be an inefficient way of. life.
But ecologist' who have studied it believe that this maybe the only
satisfactory cropping si(quence for situation. Continuous
cultivation, they contend, will-soon de oy the soil completely.

II. The main, idea of this paragraph is th- African natives

III. The supporting det41s,of this aragraph are:

1. A small area of,forest

2. The crops are

3. After three yea

r.

4. This method issUCcesstiill because

Soil Rartieles show a wide variety of. sizes which in turn produce a
wide variety of textures. When the.individual.particles are larger
than a grain,of corn, they are not considered to be true soil parti-
cles. Rather they are gravelly or stony fragments. included in the
soil. Below that size, several categories are recognized. The major
ones are sand, silt, and clay. Arbitrary limits havebeen set in
terms of the diameter of t1 0 particles. In sand,:the'individuai
grains have a diameter between .05 millimeter and '1 millimeter, in
silt, between .002 millimeter and .85 millimetdr; and.in clay, below
.002 millimeter.

II. The main idea of ti:is paragraph is that soil pA'rticlea

III, The supporting details. alf this paragraph are:,

1. True son particles are not

2. Categories of soil particles are

3. Individual grains of sand are
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4. Individual grains of silt are.

5. Individual grains of clay are

.

. , ., .

Most of Greenland and Antarctica are covered by another kind of,.
plateau, the ice plateau. The Greenland ice plateau, smothers
valleys, ridges, and mquntians alike. Its snow-veneeted surface
extends mile after mile without perceptible slope. Only by care-
ful measurements can it be shown that the surface does slope from

\\tts central area to outer edges; there in drops precipitously to
he sea or to narrow margins of Ice-free land along the coasts.
AntatOtica presents much the same wintry aspects, except that a

considerable`humber of barren mountain backbones rise above the
sea of ice to break the monotonous flatness.

II. The main idea of'this paragraph is.that Greenland and Antarctica

j
III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1: The Greenland ice plateau

SiNsi2. The Greenland ice plateau seems not to

3. The ,difference between the Greenland and:the Antarctica'
plateaus is

;

The existence of a blanket of atmosphere about the earth is the, basic
essential for all forms of lif4. Safar as we,ate aware, no other
planet has just the exact gaseous mixture to supportjlot'orilT,Jthan, but
othe animalstand plants as well; no is there another planet known
upon,;:which the heat and moisture conditions are such as to be capable
of'supPorting similar life forms. The individual gases which are
present, the states in which they exist, and the controls to which
they,are subject are all vital to man's vety.being. Climate does not
"make the man, but it does play-an important part of his life.

-.

II.' The main idea of this paragraphis.that the; earth's:atmofphete
.

III. The supporting detaiM of this paragraph are

1, No other plant 119
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2. Vital to the existence- of 11.an are

3, Climate
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LEVEL IV

Goal II
Lesson 6: Complete the imcomplete sentence so that it resta

the main idea of the pakagraPh.

10,

Goal III ,

Lesson 6: Complete the incomplete sentences sothat the supporting
_

details of the paragraph are rdstated:
.

Where thd:property to be donated exceeds the quantities stated in
&101-44.401, the Red Cross Shall send thre copids of the formal
request. and shipping instructions to the dedtgnated GSA regional
office for approval: Upon such approval, the GSAregional office
will mail two approved nopies directly to the rIsponsible activity
Of the holding party.

6

II. The main idea qf th s paragraph is that there are procedure for
dealing'with donate property that

III. The suppo ing deta ls of this paragraph are:

1. InSe -44.401

2. Three copies

3. The GSA regional office

- Except as provided in,z101-.45.313-7, each selling agency shall inquire
of and secure a written representation from prospective purchasers as
to whether, they have employed or retained any company or person (other,
than a full-time employee working solely for the prospective purchaserr
to solicit or secure the contract, and shall secure a written agreement
to fUrnish information' relating thereto,as required by the sales con7,
tracting pfficer. .The form of such representation shall be that Fon-
taiped id.Standard Form 114, Sale of Government Property- -Bid and Award
(illuStrated in'&101-45.4901)..

II., The main idea of this paragraph is that each'selling agency
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III% The supportin& details of this paragraph are: . .

1. The form

2.' Full -tim

be used is

1

employees

3. Exception:6 to these procedures are found

Normally, it will be sufficient to notify the carri
in a shipment by :.)roper notafionlAn the deli.very r

C

r of-a shqrtage
ceipt and exceptions,

taken on the reve ?se of the. Goeintitent bill of lading (see .fil01-40.7021.
2). HOweer, in unusual ;,cases, as where there da/evidenCe of tampering,
possible pilferage, or shortage og an en ire shyPodilt,prompt notifica-:
tion,'in writing, shall be furnished to thecarrieeof the discrepancy
,and -of intent to :A.aim for the loth reqUlting,theretrom. When,adVan-
tageous, Standard Porm"361, Discrepcanc in Shi Tent. Report, may be dsede
for this puzpose.

r

II. The main idea 0V-this paragraph i
of shortages

a

0

that notification tp carrier

III. The supportine4 details of this paragraph are/

1. -tection 1.2]-40.702.2 is about

2. Standard -Form 361

3. When'ther is .evidence of tampering-

Bids shall be subimitted so as to be received by the contractinsoffiCer
not later than thw exact time set for opening .trie bids. Where. telp77
graphic bids 'are 140rized, a telegraphic bid received by:telePhone
from the receivlw telegraph office not'later than:the. time"set fOr
opening of bids be conSideted,if such bid is cpnfiimed.b5rthe
telegraph company by sending a copy of the telegramvhiOhrformed the.
basis of the teler2hone call.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that telegraphic bids

122.
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III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Notification by telephone,..

2. .A copy of telegrww

3. The contracting officer

If a shipment is received in apparent bad order, e.gi, the load is
shifted bt jumbled, or containers4are broken or leaking, photographs
of such co9aition shall be made, whenever possible'. Each Olotogr4gh
should be marked indelibly with the Government bill of lading nu bens'
and/or the carrier's delivery receipt number and the date such photo
graph was taken.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that photographs

i r

.

III, The suppor ing details of this paragraph are:

1,;- Shipments are'in bad order if

Each photograph should be marked

3. The date that the photograph

a

In the case of a shipment moving on a Gove
having moved on a commercial bill of lad- g
bill of ladifig), the Report of Loss, D ge,

4

t bill of ladipg (or
ver ed to a Government

or ir&age on the re-
verse of the Governme t bill of lading shall. be g pared accurately--

cA
and in detail,%and roperly signed at. he timeteat document is.
accomplished.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that when a shipment moves

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The commercial bill of lading can be

123
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2. On the reverse of the Governmenp. bill of lading

3. It shall be signed

SI
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LEVEL I

Goal II
Lesson 7: Complete the incomplete sentence'so that it restates

the main idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 7: Complete the incomplete sentence,so that the supporting

details of the.paragraphs are restated.

ryl

Usually the autobakers tell people who suggested unusual.accesso5ies
for cars that the gadgets wouldn't be popular enough to offer, and
that they can bd installed now by outside companies: But sometimes.
enough suggestions pile up to make an automakdr change his mind:
1975 Cadillas, for example, will ogfet an optional.lighted doorlock,
an item/Ople have suggested for years.

. .

II. The main'idea of this paragraph is that occasionally automakers

III. The supporting detials of this paragraph are:

1. Automakers tell people

2.- The 19/5 Cadillac

The Grand Canyon, topping the list of "Seven Natural Wonders of the
USA" in a survey by the United StatesZravel Service, can be explored
by foot, on mule-back or on rubber rafts. But most visitors to the
giant chasm content.themselves with viewing the canyon's shifting
shadows, stark shapes and'brilliant colors from vantage points,on the,
North or South Rim.

m4in ideacitthis/paragraph is that the Grand'Canyon

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The Grand Canyon topped

Rubber rafts and mule-backs

3. Fran the North and'South Rims
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4

4. Most visitors

A program developed by the National Aeronauti
tration to get medical care to astronauts is
vast Papago Reservation. A mobile health un
wave to the Sells Hospital (Mission control)
pictures and x-rays of patients to the hospital
meat instructions frog, physicians at Stills, Tucson,
An ambulance also will cary a transmission unit for
to Sells through the microwave tower on Quijotoa M
ition to sending a live picture to doctors in Phoenix
urOts will, be able to exchange medical data with.the
S :ice in Tucson and the Son Xavief Indian Health C

II:

s and Space Adminis-
being applied.on,the

connected by micro-.
1 send televised

receive treat-
nd Phoenix..
oadcasting
ain. In add-
the mobile
ndian Health

nter.

he main idea of this paragraph is th
.

ical care

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:
,t

. The National Aeronautics and Space Administrition

2. A mobile health unit

3.. An

4. The mobile unit will, also

5. On the Quijotoa Mountain

Additional*, in mid-1974, the people of Ndie voted for internal
self-goVrnment, firmly established Robert R.Tc, as the political
leader of the'people. Rex, a V.xtyiph, successful businessman,
is known throughout the Pacific Isldhas as a mise and leveiheaded
leader. He is cautious, as most'Nuieans,are/ and intends to main -
tain a very close working relationship with the government of New

' Zeeland.

The main idea of this _paragraph is that ,Robert Rex

The suppotifig details of this paragraph are:

1: The age of Robert Rex
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,

2. Robert Rex's occupation.

4

3. Personality characteristics of Rohbrt Rex are

4. Robert Rex intends

The museum of the American Indian is the most comprehensive institution
in its field. Its collection comes from, an area that extends from the

'Arctic to Tierra del Fuego, and a period of time that must be counted
in thousands of years. It has antiquities as exceptional as anything
in the Chinese exhibition which is now in Toronto: the gold crown from
Chonogoyape in Peru, for instance, which is the earliest example of the
goldsmith's art to have been in this hemispheFe. It-also has thiigs..
made yesterday, more or less. One of the most vivid-of its many kachina
dolls was made, in;i972, and it has a painting dated 1973 by R.C. Gorman,

. who stands higher than anyone else among. living American Indian painters.
It could by now be a static institution, but under the direction of*Dr.
Frederick J. Dockstader it is nothing of the kind.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that the Museum of the American
Indian

The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The are covered

2. The time period covered

3. The Chinese Dxhbitio3

4. The earliest example

11

. The newer articles.

6. The director.
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Goal
#

.Lesson 7: Complete ,the incomplete sentence so that it restates the
main idea of the paragraph.

ti

w.

Lesson 7: Complete the incompleesentence so that the supporting
details of the paragraph are restated.

Women and men dor)it have much sympathy for each other's pain. Yet
for all of us in'American it's not :easy to be young, it'h harder to

* be middleaged, and $t's terrible:to be old. It seems that our best
hope is to try to)61p each other reach for the Greek definition of
happiness;,the- use of all of one's poweni to achieve excellence.
If we put jour fertile brains to designt64 an environment in which
people who do the necessary monotonous jobs are rewarded richly for
their daily"boredom, in which retraining for new occupations is a
normal phasNof every life, and in which women and men complement
instead.of wounding each other, boredom willnot be so pervasive.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that boredom

III., The supporting details of this paragraph are:.

1. WoMen and men

2. In our gocibty

3. The Greek definition

4. People who do monotonous jobs

History is full of examples of,the extraordhary things that women
. .

and men will do to alioid satiation or boredom. .The only thing that
is new is thg great increase in the nUmber of people who have joined
the chase for diversion for fulfillment. Ennui used to be gtrictly
an uPperclass disease that affected a few lords and ladies of the

, The rest, of their contempor-aries'were struggling desperately
to survive., It Olotonly when primal hungers are comfortably blunted
to mereappetitesthat other human needs--love, respect, creativity
,--come toy the surface of consciousness. It l.'s absurd tb.speak of
he intellectual boredom of a starving woman or man.
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II. The main idea of this Paragraph ip that a person's essential

needs

III. The supporting details of this -paragraph are:

1. To avoid boredom

The number of people

3. Basic human needs

A law that raises federal insurance coverage on savings depdsits to
$40,000 from $20,000 per account also set new rules for creditors.
Prohibited is any discrimination on the basis of sex or marital sta-
tus in the granting.of credit. Women's-rights groups had sought
such a ban for severalayears. Also a part of the new law is are-
quirement that creditors act on customers' complaints of billing
errors within 90 days. The requirement is designed to protect con-
sumers against computers that ignore complaints of errors and con-
tinue. to sent out dunning letters.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that the new federal insurance
law

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The new law applies to

2. Sex discrimination

. 3. Customer's complaints

How longcan food in tin cans and glass jars be kept without spdiling?
"Indefinitely" days the National Canners Association--provided the
Containers and lids remain in perfect condition. It's wise, however,
to have a regular turnover, say once a year. Over long periods of
time the flavor, color and appearance of the food may be affected.
Store canned food in a dark, cool, dryplace. If you have any ques-
tions at all that the food is spoiled when you 'open a can, don't even
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taste it.. Botulism is deadly. Mita mire cans and lids.have not
leaked or bulged, that the liquicliS clear,and that there is no
off-color or riff7odori,

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that canned foods

The supporting details of this paragraph are

1. Tae NatiOnal Canners Association-

2. nce e year

3. The appearance of food

(4. Canried food should be stored

5. If, you have any questions concerning

A 1971 survey of. six Saskatchewan school units launched the project.
The study disclosed that only 40 per cent of the children got, dental
care regularly. Roughly 70 per cent of those under 18 received only
about 30 minutes of ca`r0a year. At age 11, each child had an average
of four defective permdnent teeth. A shortage of dentists led to
neglect. 'Saskatchewan's 935,000 residents have just 208 dentists--1
for each 4,500 persons; In rural areas, the ratio drops to:1 dentist
for each 7,000 persons:

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that dental care

III. The supporting details of this paragraph area

1. A11971 survey

2: Only 40%

3. At age eleven,

4. A shortage of dentists,

5. In rural areas 130
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Goal XI
Lesson 7: Complete the incomplete sentence so that it restates

the main idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 7: Complete the incomplete sentence so that the supporting

details of the paragraph are restated.

One of the major causes:of poor fishing, particularly. in ponds and
lakes, is too many fish. The yield per acre of ater is limited by
the available food; and if there are too many fis they do not grow.
.Bluegills only a few inches long will spawn, ad mg to the comptition
between fish but not adding to the yield or to the success of the
fisherman. In northern states there is sometimes a heavy winter kill
of fish due to lack of oxygen under the ice. Such an event may appear
tragic to the fisherman, but it may step up growth diAring the followfing
stamer, thereby increasing the number of fish that are large enough to
take home.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is-that poor fishing

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Available food

2. Small fish

3. A heavy winter kill of fish

4. Fish large enough to take home

Settlement is at least partlyadapted,to the physical, setting, but it
also reflects the main activities by which human groups make a living,
their economies. The largest and most complex groupings evidence the
economy which we tall manufacturing, wherein most of the individuals
are .not directly concerned with securing a livelihood through use of,
the land itself, but rather through the transformation of'all sorts of-
raw materials. Somewhat less complex is the economy which we call
agriculture, wherein man uses land for direct production of plants and
animals and materials produced by them. There is also the economy,
commonly still less complex than agriculture, which depends soley upon
animals, called pastoralism. 'Ana, finally, simplest of all is the-;
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1

hunting-fishing-collecting economy, wherein man hunts other animals,
fishes in streams and lakes and oceans or gathers plant products, thus
gaining a living directly frourthe phySical resources of the local
area which he occupies.I ThesbeN then, are the four chief economies:
manufacturing, agridulture, paStoralism, and hunting-fishing-collecting.

The main,idea of this paragraph is that there are four main types
of .

III. The supporting details of this iaragraph are:

1. Manufacturing

2. Agriculture

3. Pastoralism

4. Hunting-fishing-collecting

The nervous system is the chief control system of the body. Its:three
main divisions are the central nervous system (brain and spinal cord),
the sympathetic system, and the peripheral system. The neuron (cell
body, axon, and dendrite) is the basic unit of the nervous system.
Nerve tissue in general are of two kinds, graytand white. The gray
cells are the command cells and the white ones are the.Messengers.
Some nerves are sensory (afferent) and others are motor. (efferent)
nerves. 4

II. The main idea of this Defagraph is that the nervous syStem

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. The three main

2. The basic unit

3. Nerve tissues

4. Gray cells

5. White cells 132
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One of the techniques of investigq4ing plant life ofthe past is to
recover fossil pollen from geological depos
ancient lake bed in Mexico City was t.- site of an important discovery
in 1953. Core drillings into t o d lake bed brought up pollen
samples from various levels, one at a depth of more than 200 feet.
Microscopic study of the pollen clearly indicates that some of it
dame from the maize plant. The age of the deposit is estimated at
60,000 years.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that a technique of

III. The supporting' details of this paragraph are:

(I- 1. In 1953

2. Core drillings

3. Study of the

. It is estimated that .

Radio waves are long when compared with other electromagnetik waves.
such as heat-or light. The longer an electromagnetic wave is, the
lower its frequency, and so radio waves have the lowext frequency of

--tany of the six classes of electromagnetic waves. Radio waves,range
from about 'one -tenth of an inch to several miles in length, and the
most commonly used frequencies range from 10,000 to 30,006,000 cycles
a second. such frequencies are low by contrast withftther forms of
radiant energy waves, the 6Q -cycle alternations of the average house
current seem very infrequent, indeed. To refresh your memory about
length and frequency of radiant,energy waves, turn to pages 208 and
239, but remember that,"ultrahort waves" Or "Afgh frequenciee" refer
Only to differences among radio: waves when speaking of radio matters."

II. The main idea of this paragraph is that redid:waves
r.

III. The supporting details. of this paragraph are:

.1. The longer an electromagnetic_wayeAs

2. Of the 'six classes of electromagnetic waves

1:33



3. The length of radio waves

4. Reread pRges 208 and 239

5. High frequencies

4
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LEVEL IV

Goal I/
Lesson 7: Complete the incomplete sentences so that it restates the

main idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson ?ft -Complete the incomplete sentences so that the supporting

0 details of the paragraph are restated.

The General Services Administration will provide telephone and directory
information serviced in connection with all switchboards it operates.
This service includes the' provision of ad ate internal telePhone in-
formation service for the agencies Involved, as well as the handling of
calls from the public. Government telephone directories will be pro
-yided by'GSA to agency users at all. GSA switchboards with 200 or more
telephone instruments (stations) served, except as outlined in &101 -
35.506.

II. The main idea of this
Administration

paragraph is thlt the General Services

The supporting details oE this paragraph are :,

.1. This service_ includes

2. Government telephone directories

This subpart prescribes.a unifoim system for reporting overages,
shortages, damages, and other, discrepancies in the quantity or con-
dition of property received from commercial carriers as compared
with that shown on the GoFernment bill'of lading or other shipping
documents. It also prescribes regulations for adjusting such dis-
crepancies when they are determined to be the liability of the
carrier.

0

II, The main idea of this paragraph is that there 'is a uniform system

The supporting details of. this paragraph

1. Reports are made of

2. Regulations for adjusting
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(a) The deliveringlCaxptier'shall he notified an0frequested to

perform an inspection(of all cases of damage. If the carrier

waives the opportuniti to perford an illspection, thd responsible

,Government employee stiall make a written zecoid of such waiver,

including the' date the request forainspectionTwas ade and the ,

name of the carrier representative who was,/contaCte waived,

inspection.
4

II,. The main idea of thik paragraph is that in the cas Of damage

/)

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. A written record 4

2.' The date of the request

3. The name of the carrier represe tative

(b) If the damage property is of a perishable nature or is, in such

condition as to be potentially injurious to ,life, heal h, or pro -o',

perty, prompt notificIion to the carrier %hall be pa e by- telephone

and confirmed in writing. On faillire of the carrier osperform a

timely inspection and participate in the dipposition oceedihgs,

ne sary steps shall be taken to dispose of such proper in a

mans which will mitigate the loss and avoid injury to other pro-:,.

perty or persons:
. .

II.' The main idea of this paragraph is that when damaged property

can be .1

III. The supporting details)of this paragraph are;

,Notification by telephone

Written confirmation

3. of the damaged property

I %.
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(c) The ANEW representativq shoula prepare and sign SS 123 at the
site on a daily basis for the property selected. Upon approVal
by the GSA representative, the holding activity shall release the
property Processing of donation documents shall be expedited to
insure that the property is removed. at the end of each daisy ses7
sion. No property shall be.released until the donation is approved
by the GSA representative.

II. The main idea of this pav-agraph is that processing of 'donation
'documents

1

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1. Form SF 123

2. Property shall be released

. At the end of each daily session
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LEVEL I

Goal II
Lesson E"ddtatd"thVMin idea of the paragraph in your own

tGodl III 0 4

LesSon 8: List the supporting details of the paragraph.

o

.10

words.

,P

Thb technical range of Miss Bishop's work is staggering. Her drafts
manship is mastered in quick and bold movements of line. -Her color
conceptsAre clearly revolutionary, in this she preceded color grid
painting by several decades. The intricacy of blended layers of
color, a pointillist brush and dot work, and direct drawing onto oil
panels give hpr work a provocattve history which is relevant to the
'70s. .

TI ,The'main idea of this paragraph is.

III, The supporting details of thil paragraph are:

I

id

I 4.

:.

Forest' prdiuct companies now make extensive use of "tree breeding"
to iMprove the quality of their trees. Cuttings from superior trees
that are outstanding for .height, straightness, ,disease resistance
and other characteristics are grafted to established root stock.
Seeds fi'om these trees arealso planted at the companies' tre16'im-4
provement centers. with the aim ofcreating orchards of superior trees,
whiCh then supply seed for later forest planting.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is



0

t..

III. The suppdrting details of this paragraph are:

3,

2.

I

4.

Rattan is a solid core wood that has great tensile strength. It is
an excellent furniture wood than can be bent to many shapes. Rattan
is the stem of a climbing palm that %rows in most areas of the Far
East. Properly treated, cured and finished it makes one of the most
durable and decorative furniture materials currently on the market.

The main idea of, this paragraph is:

IV. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2..

3.

4.

To boost the productivity of forestlands, paper companies use a wide
vari.'et7,A of techniques. Tree grafting and cross pollination are em-
ployed to improve "tree quality". Before thay are transplanted in the
forest millions'bf young seedlings annually receive "intensive care"
in specially built and equipped tree "nurseries."

IT. The main idea of this paragraph is;

1-39
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III. The supporting details of this paragraphare:
4 .

..4+

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Depression put an end to Broadway and 155th as a'"desirable"
place to live; after World War II New'York City renewed itself
'elsewhere and in other ways. But if the area languished, the
Museum in many ways did not. Annual attendance rose from ip,000
'in 1960 ta 57,000 in 1973, (attendance would have been three or
our timeskhigherif the museum had been in a more accessible
ocation). Up to half a ;finnan people a year see the traveling,
shows which the museum mounts from its collections. At this
Moment some 10,000 objects are out on loan. The museum has inter-,
national importance: At the Mexipo City Olympics of 1968 and at
Expo '70 in Japan, the U.S. pavilions draw heavily, on the Museum
of the American Indian.

kr

iI. The main idea of this paragraph is:

4'

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3.



'l LEVEL XI

Goal II
Lesson 8: Restate the main 'idea of the wagrapil in your own

words.

Goal

Lesson 8 List the supporting details of the paragraph.

Wall street is far less significant in the' economy ajd the market-
is less vulnerable to real.collapie. In 1929, speculation was rife;
People could buy stock with 10 per cent down and 9s) POr cent 'credit.
Now they must put up 50 per cent in cash. Loans by brokers amounted.,
to 9 per cat of the value of all stocks in 1929; now they total less

-than 1 per cent.

CI. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supportingidetails of this paragraph are:

1.

2.
33

4.

t,

Grant Fitts, 56, is president and chairman of'the board of the Cu].
.

LifeHolding Company, an insurance conglomerate that has assests o
more than $800 million. A colloquial, narrow-eyed ,Texa,_he has just
left his private metallic-wallpapered gym in Dallas after running
four level miles on a,treadmillat eight minutes per mile and walking
another mile with the treadmill set at.a five-degree angle:

II. The main idea of. i9 paragraph is:

The supporting details of,, this paragraph are;,

1.
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2.

3.

. 4..

,1

Ruffed grousp have become to you the Ultimate in shooting. You
'still hunt woodcock, bit mostly because you stumble upon them in
the search for grouse. You'can tell you dOn't prize theni nearly

. a8 much because when you'miss, you don't feel very bad. For ducks
you have to get Up at dawn and the beauty of your: last teal four
years back spoiled it. You might deer hunt a single afternoon but,
to be truthful it has brought no' real excitement for more than .a
decade...

II.' The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

3.

4.

A study on just that economic impact the Olympics might have on the
region was concluded recently by a group of, professionals at the
state college in Plattsburgh. Among other things, they predicted
that the Games themselVes, through construction expenditures and
tourism will bring nearly $32 million flooding into the area in the
next six years. And after the Olympics, the survey predicted,
another $30 million will be generated over the next 10 years by
tourists, competitors and athletes training at the facilities.

The main idea of this paragraph is:
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III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

3.

4.

To help insure that Christmas greetings and gifts arrive in time,
the U.S. Postal Service, recommends various mhiling deadlines for
different destinations and types of mail. For overseas delivery,
including Mail to members of the armed forces, check with your
local post office. You may find you'll have, to use airmail. It's
already too late for surface mail, to some parts of the world. Final
dates for delivery within the U.S.: November 30 for surface parcels
to Alaska and Hawaii; December 10 for surface packages to the other'
48 States; December 15 for greeting cards send first-class to all
States, including Alaska and Hawaii; December 20 for airmail, both
cards and packages, to Alaska and Hawaii; December 214for airmail
letters and parcels to the contiguous 48 states.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

3.

4.
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Goal II
Lesson 8: Restate the main idea of the paragraph in your own

words.

Goal III
Lesson 8: List the supporting details of the paragraph*

Nerve tissue, is made up of cells just as is any other tissue in the
body. On the other hand, nerve cells'have a distinct structure as,
we have learned in earlier courses. For example, although each
nerve cell has a central cell body containing protoplasm and ,a
nucleus, it also has at each end of the cell body a long fibrous
thread with many branches. The larger of the two threads is called
the axon, and the smaller is the dendrite. Thus, the nerve cell
consists chiefly of body,'axon, and dendrite, with numerous smaller
fibers completing the structure. Naturally, the nerve cells are
much larger than other cells in the body.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

UI. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

When man became civilized enough to settle down in one place, he
began:to cultivate the soil and raise crops. Then agriculture
began. It was the first great industry and, is still our basic in-
dustry. The plowing and harrowing of soil make it fertile and
keep it so. Cultivation aerates the soil, .kills the weeds and
insects eggs, brings vegetable matter to the lower levels, and
keeps in the water. Withrout this cultivation the world could not
be fed and man would soon starve.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:
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'III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

This chapter has presented what is the most significant group
'classification employed by the sociologist, the classification
of groups as,primar'y and secondary. 'The in-group, out-group
classification, which is much'less used but which nonetheless
has considerable significance' has also been presented, The
primary group is one characterized By intimacy, cooperation,
permanence, and deep personal loyalties, as contrasted to the
essentially competitive spirit of the secondary group. These
are in reality two extreme types-between which most groups fall.
In-groups are characterized by deep internal loyalties which are
inspired by the feeling of difference or hostility toward outside
groups.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

4.

In a stable society where people remain anchored in the same.com-
munity for a lifetime, there is little change to evade the social-
control devices that become establishedbin such communities and.are
,passed through generations as part of the cultural heritage., The
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Strong hand of the aged and tradition rule. Young people gicw up
under the tutelage of the older generation and remain under its
supervision during their lifetime. They gradually take on the
responsibilities of the work world and assimildte the traditions
and moral Nstandards of their elders. In such stable societies
problems of social control scarcely exist, since the influence
of the group is so overpowering.

II. The Main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supportipg details of this paragraph are:

2.

3.

4.

Gossip is often Condemned by the minister in, the pulpit, by the
educator in the classroom, and by the gossiper himself /herself.
Yet almost everyone gossips, even college professors who call it
analyzing their friends. In spite of this condemnation, in groups
where people know each other well gossip is probably one.of the
most effective of all devices of social control. Fear of what
people will sav, or fear of being talked; about, makes people in
groups constantly aware that they are being watched and that what
they do will draw approval or disapproval. Man is always aware of
his fellows, at least as long as he lives in friendly gkoups.
"What will the neighbors say?" is a query which pops into the con-
sciousness of any individual used to living in'a neighborhood group
the minute he thinks of stepping off the beaten path. It is gossip,
in part, that helps the person in the primary group to live up to
his highest ideals and to behave consistently with his reputation.
It is really a desire to keep from being gossiped about unfavorably
that keeps the person in line.e

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:
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III. The supporting details of this paragraph are.:

4.

.
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LEVEL

I II
Lesson 8: Restate the main iaea.of the paragraph14fl your own

words.,

Goal III
Lesson 8: List the supporting details of the paragraph.

A determination may be made permitting the bidder to WArld)* his
bid where the bidder requests permission to do so andl tand
convincing evidence established the existence of a mif loweVere.
if the evidence is clear and convincing both asto they IStence oX

/ a mistake and as to the bid actually indended, and irtho 'IAA as sub-
mitted ,and as corrected is the highest received, a_determinition may
be made to correct the bid and not permit its withdrawl..

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

Surplus personal property which is being offered for sale tay be
withdrawn and approved for donation provided such action is not
harmful to' the sale, as jointly determined by GSA an the holding
or selling activity, but in any event such withdrawal must be made
prior to,the award of such property. The Federal agenczrequest-
ing withdrawal -of property from sale for pukposes of donation will
submit therequest to GSA for consideration and coordination with
the selling activity, together with an adequate justification and a
statement as to whether the property haS been available for screen-
ing during the,authorized donation screening period.

The main'idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:
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3.

. .

urspant to sec. 203(1) of the operty Act (40 U.S.C. 484), personal
y which has.been determin d to be surplus property and which ,

has been identified as having bee processed,_ produced, or'donated by
,theAerican National Re d Cross shall, unless otherwiSedireqtad by

Administrator of Gener 1 Services, be made available for donationtHb
to the Red Cross for charitable purposes. 1

The main idea of this'paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

Contingent charactef of the fee. Any fee whether called commission, 0A
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, or otherwise denominated,
is within the purview of 'the iovenant if, in fact, any portion thereof
is dependent upon success in obtaining or securing the Government con-
tract or contracts involved. The fact, however, that'a fee of a con-
tingent nature is involved does not preclude a relationship which
qualifies under the exceptions to the prohibition of the covehant.

II. the main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1..

2.



The donation of surplus property for which the Rdd CrosS is the
eligible donee shall not require furthdr. GSA approval, unless such
propdrty has an estimated value in excess of $500 or, in the case
of blood plasma, consists of a quantit7 in excess of IMO units.
In those instances where the property to be donated exceedsthe

, amounts stated, the Regional Administrator, GSA,. of the rbgional
office for the area in which the pr erty' is located, mal)approve
the formal requel submitted by the ed Cros..

The' mein idea of this, paragraph is:

kfc,

III. Theflupporting details of this paragraph are;,./

,1
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LEVEL

S

9

Goal II
Lesson 9: Restate the main idea of the pai'agraph.

Goal III
Lesson 9: List the supporting details of the paragraph.

Atlantic City's Convention Hall will spoesor an antique car auction
on Washington's Birthday weekend, Feb.-15 and 16, an even* that will
be conducted by..Orhe firm that auctioned off such classic cars as a
Mercedes ownedIkAdolf Hitler ($15,000 in 1973) and a Duesenberg
*oWned by Gretil'Garbo (spo,000 in 1972). The firm, the Kruse-Classic
Auction Company of Auburn; Ind.., also presided over tht sale of the
sale of the original;"Bonnie and Clyde Death Car," a blood-stained
Ford sedan. riddled with 160 bullet holes, for $175,000. It is anti-
cipated that a total of 200 cars,the majority of them antique
classics, will be auctioned off the Broadwalk sale.

,

II. The main- idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1-.

2.

3..

4.

During the three- months ending Sept. 30 there was an increase Of 4
per cent in bus riders and of 1.5 per cent in subway use in New York
City over the same period last year. Commuter railroads in the re
gion are carrying 6 per cent more passengers' than they did last
winter and spring when the fuel shortage was worst. The increase is
even greater nationally. In September of this year, there was a 7.8
per Cent more mass transit riderS,than in the same Month a year agog

II. The main idea of this paragraph,is:

51
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III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

l

2.

3.-

4i

4

Quite possibly no high school subject has been more widely required
and more generally loathed thin physical eduCation. Witness the '

average flabby, physically paiterate,AmeriCan adult who recreates
sedentarily, if ever, and remembers p.e. as:something rigid, regi-
mented, vaguely militaristic, done calisthehically, repetitioUsly,
inside a gym. The Old P.E. One of the first forms of education,,
its Western roots in Athens and Sparta, phys. ed. has an impressive
intellectural history that includes treatises from Plato and Aristotle
(begin education with 'phys. ed. at. 6, add 'grammar at 10 and.music
at 13, to John Locke ("a short but full description of a happy state

-Nin this world"). But over. the centuries p.d..as practiced has become
classically fossilized leading kids and teachers to a classic boredom.

fa

Il. The main idea of this paragraph is:

4

III. The supporting details of this' Oragraoh are:

1.

2.
f

4

3.

4.

The coyote is really alovable fellow, they say,
changed to give it some protection from Minters.
are in the category of pests, like woodchucks an
be hunted and killed at any time. 4

and the law should be
At present, .coyates
prOcupines,and can
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II. The main idea of this, paragraph 'is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:
0

The coyote is primaril a predator of rodents, hares, and rabbits,
a scavenger of animal carrion and a vegetarian when suits are*
abundant and flesh is Scarce "There is currently no evidence to
suggest that the coy te's food habits qiialify him as an enemy of
or competitor with man An New York" the authors said.

II. The 'main .idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3.

a
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LEVEL II

r
Goal II

Lesson 44 Restate the main idea of the paragraph.

Goal III
Lesson 9: List the supporting details of the paragraph.

Nowadays well over a billion dollars is routinely spent on the
Games, winter and summer, in an average Olympic year.- Entire
cities are refurbished, even rebuilt.

time

number of winter
events has grown.to 34 and the last time around, the roster of
athleteS had swelled to 1,130. It seemed that nothing would
ever be simple any longer.

TI. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III.. The supporting details of this.paragraph. are:

4.

Female horses are more difficult to keep at form than males. In
the spring, when their sex cycle peaks, the ten to soften up, break
down, lose their racing edge. In the aut they may suffer what are
called "false heat" periods. But they do emain more themselves in
the fall, and they also get an advantage in weight handicapping.
This is a special bounty in Europe, Wildenstein points out, sinoe the
colts there tend to be raced harder earlier in the year, whicilmeans
the fillies are fresher later on.

fI. The main idea of this paragraph is:
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III. Tho suppprting details of this pa a raph are:

1.

2.

3.

4%,

Owned by the half-billionaire Texan, Nelson Bunker Hunts Dahlia is
a dark chestnut, fashionably trim in the rearpbursting with power
in the chest. Down the front of her face is a tapering Slash of
white, shaped not unlike a dagger; that she tends to braridish.
Whether in the middle of a race or merel out for a ga114,-Dahlia
will suddenly, impetuously, throw her head back, exactly a\s Paulette
Goddard or Rhonda Fleming used to, obliging the handsome villian to
mutter: "You spitfiie, you're even more beautiful when you're mad."

The main idea of this paragraph. is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Knox' formula for winning is improving individual performance--"You
do it by outworking youropponent"--but he has also demonstrated an
uncanny gift for judging talent. Last year he put six new starters
into what had been a so -so Ram defensive unit, and it became thP best
in the NFL. In revamping his running attack he developed-the league's
deePest set of runners, a group that amassed the third-highest-rushing
total for a season In NFL history. Los Angeles led.in total offense,
too, and in the regular season lost only two games, one by one point,
the other by two.
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II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are;

The mental health of the elderly is an even gloomier uncharted sea.
Depression and anxiety states are comM9nplace. People over 65 account
for more suicides than any other-age group. Tlfenty-five per cent of
total suicides is the usual figure given, but it is probably higher.
Many such suicides can be classified as "rational" in the sense, that
as people grow. older they have more and more to be depressed about.'

.Continuing loss of loved ones, grief, increasing isolation, fear and
anxiety about doctorsand disease, finandtal worry, and reluctance to
see one's life savings dissipated on one's own prolonged demise are
entirely realistic reasons to despair.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:'

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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LEVEL III

Goal II
Lesson 9: Restate the main idea of these paragraphs in your own

words.

Goal III
Lesson 9: In your own words, list the supporting details of these

paragraphs.

A step between the planner-engineer and the.pure research sociologist
is the sociologist whose research activity is oriented primarily to-
ward solving administrative problems. Today, an increasing number of
farsighted administrative officials in government, school, church,
industry, and business understand the importance of sociological knowl-
edge to wise administrative policy. They employ the research sociol-
ogist to assemble facts, figures, opinions, and other'information by
which they as administrators may be guided. The opinion poll is one
of-the familiar devices, as is the questionnaire, the census,, and the
periodic statistical-report.

II. The main Jam of this paragraph is:

- III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

For many years sociologists studied success of probation and parole
by analyzing records of success and failure of different types of
criminals on parole. By assembling a,laige body of facts` about the
criminal experience and personal characteristics of successes and
failures, they were eventually able to develop a scale which could
measure an untried criminal's statistical chances of failure-or suc-
cess. The instrument, if valid, should help prison parole boards
take a lot of the guesswork out of parole.

/I.. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2. 157
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Why do the Chinese dislike milk and milk products? Why would the
Japanese die willingly in a Banzai charge that seemed senseless to
Americans? Why do some nations trade descent through, the father,
others through the mother, still others through both parents? Not
because different peoples have differeht instincts, not because they
were destined by God or Fate to different habits, not because the )

weather is different in China or Japan and the United States. Some-
times shrewd common sense has an answer that is close to that of the
anthropologist: "because they were brought, up that way." Sy "culture"
anthropology means the total life way of a people, the social legacy
the individual acquires from his group. Or culture can be regarded
as that part of the environment that is the creation of man.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

2.

The team culture area refers to a geographical territory over which
a characteristic culture pattern extends. In the world today, if one
would classify most broadly, there are two great cultures area:
(1) the Euro-American culture area, which consists, as the term im-
plies, of the European and American civilizations where such culture
complesmechanical development, population control, Christianity,
the woad trade Have become the characteristic patterns of the civil-
ization; and,324?the Oriental culture area, which includes the great

overpopulate1$1

ar'ea of the globe, India and China, where human repro-
difIction 0 relatively unrestrained by birth control, where the masses
till the soil by hand and with oxen, where peoples are.relatively im-
mobile, and where ancient traditions characterize the civilization.

The main idea of this paragraph is:

//

III The supporting details of th4.s paragraph are:

1.

2. 158
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ror the sociologists, more than any.other social scientist, the
environment is teeming with statistical data which he can make
significant by using it to answer sociological problems. Then,
too, the sociologist can, by asking innumerablequestions, of human,

of various groups, classes, and stations in life, accumulate
statistics about large groups to, pursue his inquiry further, or in
directions where no systematic data are accumulated by institutional
bodies. It is little wonder that statistics and machine' for mani-
pulating them have become the most importapt research aids to the
sociologist.

/I. The main idea of this paragraph is;

III. The supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.
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LEVEL IV

Goal II
Lesson 9: Restate the main idea of these paragraphs in your own

words.

Goal III
Lesson 9: List the supporting details of these paragraphs:

For the purpose of promoting uniformity among executive leencies
with respect to the required use of the "covenant against contingent'
fees" and with respect to the procedure for obtaining information
concerning contingent of other fees paid by contractors for solicit-
ing and securing. Government contracts,,the Department of Defense and.
GSA have developed cooperatively and agreed upon the required use of
the "covenant against contigent fees" and the form, procedure, princi-
ples, and standards described in this.section.

II. The main idea of this, paragraph is:

III. The supporting details.of this paragraph are:

1,

2.

A late bid shall be considered for award only: (1) in the instance
of sealed bid sales, if the bid submitted by mail was received by
the contracting officer prior to award, was mailed and, in fact, de-
livered to the address specified in the invitation in sufficient time
to have been received by the contracting officer by the time and date
set forth in the invitation for opening of bids, and except for delay
-attributable to personnel of the sales officecr their designees would
have been received on time.

II. The main idea cif this paragraph is:

III. The supporting aetails of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

4" *66



Contingent fees paid for "information" leading to obtaining a
Government contract or contracts are included in-the prohibition
and, accordingly, are in breach of the cinienant -unless the agent
qualified under the exception as a,bona fide employee or a bona
fide established,lOmmercial or selling agency maintained by thp
contractor for the purpose of securing business.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

L
III. nib supporting details of this paragraph are:-

'1.

To be considered for award, a WA must comply in all material respects
with the invitation for bids so 0\at both as to the method and time-
leness of submission and ay .to the substance of any resulting contract,
all bidders may stand on an equalktpoting and the integrity of the
formal advertising system may bp.miintained.

II. The main idea of this paragrap4is:

III. The supporting details of this p tagraph are:

1.

2.

Selling agencies shall include in every negotiated or advertised:contract
for the sale of GovernMent-owned personal property thecOnenant'against
contigent fees" contained in the Standard Form 114C, General. Sales
Terms. and Conditi ns (Illustrated in &101-45.49.04);

II. The main ideaof this paragraph is:

III. The supporting details,of this paragraph are:.

1.



LESSON 10 - POST TEST

GOALS II gi TIf

To understand diabetes, one must first understand something about how the
body changes food into energy. Everything we eat - meat; fruit, veget les
is br down into its basic chemicaL

i
components (proteins, fats,'carbohy-

drates, vit ins a nerals). The carbohydrates, foUnd in starches like
bread, potatoes and suga like those in fruits, table sugar, syrup and honey,
are changed by the body i to a simple sugar called glucose.

Circle the correct answer.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is

'1. Carbohydrates and sugar are changed into glucose.

2. The body breaks everything that we eat into its basicchemical
components.

3. Understanding how the body chomies food into energy helps, us to
understand diabetes..

4. Diabetes is caused by the body's inability to change sugar into
energy.

. III. The one statcrrent that is not a :::up;.,:,.1:ting detail of this Taragra6h is:

1. Proteins, fats, carbohydrates, Vitamins and mdnerals'are the basic
chemical components of food.

2. Honey is protein.

3. Sugars are found in fruits, syrup:and-honey.

A. Carbohydrates are foun in stay.,:hes and sugar.

The desert is not yet doomed. n the affirmative side there i.s a study going
on, the first of its kind, at the Philip. L. Boyd Deep Canion Research' Center.
There University of California scientists are conducting a 2Oryear inquiry
into how best to protect and preserve desert environment. The plan is to find
out how plants -and .aninal life surVive extremely arid conitions. The answers;
it is predicted, will be a valuable-guWe to. how present -day, tpsidentS of the
desert- should conduct-themselves.

Complete these sentences in your on WO/ft,

II. The main idea of this paragraph t
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Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

GramdoSanti is also the home of a French priest, five Franciscan nuns and
a gendarmerie. But the French presence seems to have had little effect on
the,remarkably independent Boni. They have shrewdly taken what they need
from western culture - motors for their dtgouts., paint for the erotic murals
on their4door - yet they have clung to their matrilineal kinshio system and
thier religiorv. Family life in our sense is unknown: Divorce is the. =Ie.'.
And the men literally float from wife to wife along the'river.

COMplete these sentences in youroWn words.

13% The m n ilea of this paragrph is:.

III. Three supporting- details 'of this paragraph _are:

. 1.

2.

3.

-o

At any time of day or night heart patients in 23 Florida hospitals can'now be
linked telephonically to an IBM computer hundreds ofmiles away. After elect-
trodes are connected from a sending Unit to the patient, a special number
dialed. Within three of. five minutes information leading to diagnosis will
be returned, rectly to the4attending ohysician? Thin: permits hospitals to
provide prompt professional treatment even whet.' a cardiblogist is not on the
staff.

Circle the 'correct answer.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

. Electrodes eke connected from a'sending Unit to the patient..
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. The use of a computer permits h6spitals
provide professional treatment.

3. Most ho'spitals now have MOderp innovative
deal with emergenciet.

A. The computer 'was developed by'a:ph ician i;VFlorida.

ithout .cardiologists to

4

ipment to help them

The statement that is

1.

ncit'a supporting detail of this paragraph ib:

There are, not enough computers available to.cope with the need in
Florida. °

.

4
Eaectrodes are connected to the sending unit and the patient.

3. Information leading to a diagnosis will be sent to the physician.

Twenty-three ho,spitals in Florida are linked by telephone to a
computer hundreds 'f miles away.

Ent011mehts in journalism have tripled within ten years at the University of.
Missouri, within three)at Syracus. The Columbia. University Qradu.ke SdhoOL
of golAa3ism reports of doublinebf-applications since 1`970, and the University
of California at Berkeley recently-Screened 190 petitioners for 25 openimg.s in
its' master's_ program. 4r is.the 'escalation limited to the best-knoWn schoolS;.
in the last:yeA'r alone, journalism eprollulePt zoomed 50 per cent at Bost on'Uni-
versity,i30 per cent 4t the University of Neyada, 25 peU cent at the tniversity
of Wyoming and 24 percent at Philadelphia's Temple 'University. "God help us,"
sighs Ray Nelson, associate dean ofANorthwestern University's Medill School of
iournalism, "when Robert Redford makeS that movie."

Completethese sent cesn your own words.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. Three supporting detals of this paragraph, are:

2.

. 3.

0

Raise high the roof loams, carpenters - J.D. Salinger has broken his silence
at last. After shunning the press for more'th4n twenty years, the reclusive
authori of "The Catcher in the Rye" consented to a telephone ilterview with
the New York Times from his retreat in'the New Hampshire woods. Reason: he
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is mad enough to talk about an alleged piracy of.his early stories. "I'm not
trying to hide the gaucheries of my youth," said Salinger, 55, who is _suing then
kootleg publisher and a number of San Francisco bookstores. "I just don't
think they're worthy, of publishing." He told Times reporter Lacey Fosburgh
that he would talk "only for a minute," but went on to chat with her for near-
ly half an hour, declaring that he is hard at work on writings that might not
be published until after is death.'

Complete these sentences in your owh words.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

°2.

3.

A

It must be admitted, however, that modern Western culture, with its emphasis
on technology, has given freer play to invention than man has ever done before.
Invention is subsidized by the university, by industry, and by government. But
even here many a precocious genius has found society unready to accept his in-
vention. Stories are numerous concerning the rejection of significant new in-
ventions by army or navy at the time when they were offered them by the inventor,
only to have their value proved later when the crisis was past. No doubt many
inventors die thus and the story is never told. And in the field of the creative
arts there are countless examples of poets, musicians, artists, and authors dying
in,poveyty, only to become immortal in another generation which recognized their
innovations as being worthy of acclaim.

Circle the correct answers.

II. Mhe main idea of this paragraph is:

1. Many artists are not recognized in their lifetimes,.

2. Inventions are subsidized by universities, industry, and the government.

e, 3. The navy has often'rejected new inventions that were later proven to
be valuable.

4. Even though modern. Western culture is usually accepting of new in- .*

ventions, it has been known to reject inventions and art that has later
been shown to be valuable.
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III. The statement th4t is not a supporting detail of this paragraph is:

1. Inventions have been subsidized by industry.

2. Many poets have not been recognized until after their death.
.

3. Western' culture emphasizes technology.

4. New inventions are always recognized for the worth.

%,

If the use of water in photOsynthesis in the leaves were to create a vacuum
in the leaf tissues, than the atmospheric pressure should force water up from
below. Even if a perfect vacuum were produced, however, the air pressure at
sea level ou raise water.only to a maximum of 33 feet. Also, there ism()
evidence f even moderate vacuum in the leaf tissues. In order to function
in this way, the leaf would have to be onstructed to withstand the crushing
force of the air pressure. Thus.the atmospheric pressure theory does not prove
adequate. -

* .

Complete the sentences in your own words.

II.. The main idea of. this paragraph is:

a.

Three supporting details.of this paragraph are:

All. to frequently, soil is considered to'be simply a collection of weathered
rock material at the surface of the earth, or as "so much dirt." It is far
more than'this. Even the.modt,finely divided rookis not' soil. Soil is a
mixture of mineral and organic matter with air and water. It may cover'the
earth's surfaceto a depth of only a few inches or it may be several feet deep.
'In a few Places, as'on. rocky mountain creasts, soil is lacking altogether.
SOmetimes the mineral element dominates; in other soils, organic matter, botk
living and dead constitutes the bulk. ,regardless of the proportions, both ale
present, and with themair and water.

Complete the sentences in your own words.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:
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III. Three supporting details of, this paragraph are:

1:

2.

3.

4
In the instance of spot bid and auction sales, if the bid submitted by mail
(where authorized) was received by the contracting officer after the time and
date set forth in the invitation for receipt of bids,but before the time sot
for the.start of the pale, 1pd was mailed and in fact, delivered to the address
specified in the invitation in sufficient time to have been received by the
contracting officer-by the time and date set forth in the invitation for receipt
of bids, and except for delay. attributable to personnel of the sales officer or
their designees would have-been received on time, it shalfbeaccepted.

Circle'the correct answer.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is
) . .

. Nt .

1. Rids are submitted by mail for auction sales.,
g

2. Late spot bids shall be accepted if the lateness'is due to personbel
or their designees in the sales office.

' 3. Bids mustfbe received by the contracting officer on time.

^1,

4. Bids submitted by mail must have a special, authorization.
f.

The statement that is not'a supporting detail of this paragraph is:

1. Bids must be mailed and delivered to the specified address.

2. 'Bids must be received by the contracting officer by the time and
date set forth in the invitation.-

3. Threre are no exceptions made for late bids.

4. Some bids submitted by mail must be authorized.

Bids shall be filled out, executed, and submitted in accordance with the in-
structions contained in the invitation for bids. If a bidder uses his own
bid form or a lettei to submit a bid, the bid may be considered only if (1)
the bidders accept all the terms and conditions of the invitation for bids and
(2) award on the hid would result in a binding contract, the terms and condi-
tions of which do,not vary from the terms and conditions of the invitation.
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Complete these sentences iny8ur.own words.

II. The main 'idea of ,this paragraph is:

/II. Three supporting details of this paragraph are;

1.

2.

3.
,

Whenever drigs, biologicals, and reagents are consideed for dona n, a letter
of clearande shall be obtained from the Food ana Drqg Administration (FDA) in-

ating,which items may be safely donated. The' Department of Health, ucation,
and if are, Office Of Surplus Property Utilization (DREW OSPU), shall ob Ain the
letter o clearance and insure that such letter shall accompany Standard =1.123,
Application for Donation of SurphisPersonal Property (see &101-44.4901). Items
which d not fall-within the purview of.FDA,-or which FDA indicates are un itable,
will nit be considered by GSA for donation.

Complete the sentences in your own words.

II. The main idea of this paragraph is:

III. -Three supporting details of this paragraph are:

1.

2.

3 rJ.0
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Goal IV: To be able to adjuet the rate of reading according to the material
presented.

Objectives: The student will be able to:

1. Determine the appropriate rate of speed when presented with tho
following situatio

a. Locate a page n

b. Determine if

er from an index.

k has the necessary informatIon.'

c. Learn how' to do something that you didn't previbusly know how
to do.

d. Determine if material is appropriate to your needs.

e. Reading a novel

f. Following a recipe.

2. Skim an index, table of contents,chapter, and paragraph for specific
informa4on.

The criteria for successful completion.
student must complete Chapter 2 of the
Better Reading. Svccessful,completion
the instrugtor.:

.

of these objectives will be that the
textbook, Reading Skills] A Guide for
of this chapter will be determined By

O

1.6g
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a.

JJ 14Us
many different ways that a person can read. One chooses the
appropriate way to read according to the purpose one has.

For instance, one would read a science textbook differently from
the way one would read a novel.

-/

Class will discuss the appropriate way to read when:.

Locating a page number from an. index.a.

by Determinin
one needs

a book has the necessary information that

c. Learning ow to do something that one didn't previously know
before.

d. Determihing if th material is appropriate to one's needs.

e. Reading a

f. Following a'recipe.

Lesson 2-10

.Students will work independently in the textbook, Reading Skills:
A G for Better Reading, Chapter 2, "Improving Skimming and
Scannin Comprehension", pp. 69-112.

41.
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Goal V: .Te exten4 and develop the vocabulary of each individual student.

Objectives: The student will be able to:

1. Appropriately use in sentences at least five new words per day.

2. Refer to the dictionary quickly and easily.

Criteria for successful completion of these objectives will be a score of 4
correct on a daily individual quiz on the five words learned the preceding
day and teacher o4ervation of the frequency that the student utilizes the
dictionary.
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GOAL V

- .rrr..rwrrrrr wormr.rnerr4 .rorr4.- rr t ` ' la r .7.1. rwr -Tyr II vorrrI,F1*

Lensons 1-10: EachNday the student will chose five new words from the day's
work. The student will look up the defintion of thewyora,
write it in his/her notebook, and write a sentence cWrectly
using the word.

Each day the student will be given an individual quiz on the
definitions of the words that were learned on the preceding
day.

c
e

Ok.

'
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